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The APPALACHIA N NEEDS AND CURRICULUM MATERIALS is the first 
of the monograph series reporting research, experimentation and demon-
stration activities of the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration 
Center (AABEDC). The Center, located on the Campus of Morehead State 
University, has been funded as a special project under Title III, Section 
309 (b) of the Adult Education Act of 1966 , Public Law 91 - 230 as Amended . 
Although the AABEDC monograph series will be devoted to adult edu-
cation in Appalachia, findings should have significance and application in 
the national adult basic education programs. Persons engaged in the fie ld 
of adult education and those particularly concerned about the progress of 
the Appalachian region may find this monograph especia lly informative . 
The AABEDC Monograph Number One has been initi~ted to introduce 
specific inter-disciplinary points of view related to c urriculum materials 
and their relevance to the Appalachian needs . The document summarizes 
a two-day brainstorming session of expert educators in reading , sociology , 
adult education, and nutrition who joined with the professional staff of 
the AABEDC . Pre-conference preparation included reviews of se lect Ap -
palachian studies and literature and a general overview of the field of 
adult basic education c urric ulum materials. Conference discussions 
yielded an exciting exchange of ideas and provoked serious thought re -
garding the interplay of the various disciplines represen ted by the partic -
ipants . Post-conference activity c ulminated in the preparation of pa pers 
by participants for presen tation in our first monograph and represent an 
orientation to the complexities of the region and subsequent adult basic 
education curriculum ma teria 1 needs. 
An abstra ct of the address delivered by Dr. Adron Doran, Morehead 
State University, entitled The Appalachian Compact has been included to 
fur ther assist the readers in understanding the regional and national im-
plications of the AABEDC monograph series. 
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THE APPALACHIAN COMPACT-- IN PROSPECT /\ND FACT 
By 
Dr. Adron Doran, President 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
The Appalachian Compact is a concept of a particula r region orig ina ting 
with a sing l e state--the Commonwealth of Kentucky-- combining the resources 
to plan a program for development . That sounds as if I am going to be a brag-
gart--braggart in this speech--and if it sounds that way, it's because I am . 
Eastern Kentucky is the cradle of the Appalachian Concept that is now 
the pattern for Northeastern Unit ed States, the Ozarks, and other regions of 
America. 
Eastern Kentucky experienced its worst flood in history in February, 
1957 . Prior to 1957, there exist ed various local or a rea development groups . 
In fact, as early as September , 1956 , civic grounds of the region formed the 
Eastern Kentucky Regional Development Counc il. 
Under the provisions of the state's regional planning l aws, a two-hun-
dred-member citizens' committe e was c reated, public he arings were held , and 
petitions were signed and presented to the Governor of the Commonwealth 
supporting the i dea of a r egional planning commission with l egal status. 
In August, 1957, Lt. Governor Harry Lee Waterfiel d , acting in the ab-
sence of Governor Albert Benjamin Chandler, appointed a nine-member com-
mission known as the Ea stern Kentucky Regional Planning Commission . The 
membership of the Commission was composed of the following: 
1. B. F . Reed , Drift, Ky. -coal company executive , a member of 
the Morehead St ate University Board of Regents . 
2 . Rexford Bla z er, Ashland , Ky. - Preside nt of the Ashland Oil 
Company . 
3 • S . C. Van Curon, Harlan , Ky . - newspaper editor , now in 
Fra nkfort . 
4. L. 0 . Davi s , Hazard , Ky . -realty developer. 
5 . Adron Doran , Morehead Sta t e University pre side nt. 
6 . W . M. Huie , Corbin , Ky . -Christian minister. 
7. Harry Laviers, Paintsville , Ky . - coal c ompany executive , 
form er member of the Morehead State Unive r s ity Board o f Re-
g ents . 
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8 . Alex Spencer, West Liberty , Ky.-physician . 
9. R. H. Worden , Pikeville, J<t.-oil gas executive . 
On June 1, 1958, the CommissionappointedJohnWhisman a sExecutive 
Director . He is now the representative of the states as co-chairman of th e 
Appalachian Commission. 
The Eastern Kentucky Regional Planning Commission represented a 
thirty- two county a rea in the Appalachian region of Kent ucky a nd adopted for 
Itself the following objectives : 
1 . Eventual c reation of a master pla n for the region . 
2 . Creation of a regional master development action program. 
3 . Advisory coordination between various agenc ies of federal , 
state and local government, as well as pri,,at e and c i vic or-
ganizations , business firms, organizations and private c iti-
zens . 
4 . Stimulation of new ideas and action a nd provisio n of l eader-
ship to encourage interest and informed c itizen action and 
support for various phases of th e development program . 
5 . Provisions of public information on a ll matters re lated to im-
provements of any kind in the area . 
6 . Stimulation of i ndi vidual community development and pl an-
ning programs . 
After two years of rather exte nsive h earings a nd discussions with local, 
s tate a nd federal offic ials , the Commission developed, published and pre-
s ented to the Kentucky General As sembly what came to be known as "Program 
60--Decade of Act ion for Progress in Eastern Kentucky . " 
However, the report had more and farther-re aching e ffects than merel y 
motivating a program of action for the loca l communitie s a nd the east ern r e -
gion of Kentucky. The r eport move d the l eadership of the s t a t e and na tio n to 
take cognizance of probl ems which required state a nd fe deral action to sol ve . 
Let me back upa moment a nd point out to you a few of the probl ems 
which we ide ntified immediate ly: 
first, we discovered tha t we were t a lking about an "Under Develope d 
Area " instead of a "Depres s ed Area ." The federal governm e nt was talking 
about a depressed a rea at that t ime , a nd l egislation was under consid eration 
to relie ve depressed a reas . Well , eastern Kentuc ky was not depres sed-- it 
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was just absolutely underdeveloped (had resources galore , but nothing had 
been done to develop them; instead , these resources had been exploit Ed. ) 
A second factor that came into focus immediately was the "isolation " 
of the region, primarily because of the absence of highways or the direction 
of tho se highways . There wa s only one direction for them to run , and that 
was the direction which the hollows ran or the creek b eds ran; you didn't 
change the course o f the c reek and , therefore , of the highways . The rot d 
problem was critical to us. 
Thirdly, flood control was a c ritical problem , becaus e we had just 
come through in 19 5 7 the most di sastrous experience tha t the people of this 
community and region had ever undergone . We a l so found a great void in o ir 
operation because of the l ack of trained manpower . All of these factors con 
tributed to a low l evel of industrial development , and to a low l evel of in 
come for a ll people. 
'\N e talked to the sta t e and national chiefs of the Departments of High-
ways and the Bureaus of Road s about building roads where highway s had never 
run. They never heard before of constructing hig hways where highways had 
not run because the state and federal authorities said we must det ermine the 
place to build roads on the basis of the traffic count , and this is the way we 
build roads--on the basis of the traffic count. We keep a count of the traffic; 
and if the traffic is heavy enough , we will improve the road. Now we said, 
how in the world are you going to count the traffic where there "ain't" no 
roads. By these sta ndards, we are going to remain as we now are. 
If you want somebody to wrestle with, second onl y to the Chief of 
Federal Bureaus of Roads, get the Corps of Army Engineer s , and t a lk to them 
about building dam s to control floods on creeks and rivers and streams of the 
mountainous areas of Eastern Kentukcy . They say, "We cannot talk with you 
about building a dam here or there because we have wha t we call a 'Cost 
Bene fit Ratio'; a nd we have to calculate the ratio of the value between the l a nd 
that we protect by the flood and the cost of the dam." How in the world 
could you go about calculating the cost of the l ands that are flooded every 
year and the businesse s that the people have established in that community 
that have been flooded every year and the homes that have been flooded and 
that people have been drive n from. '\Nhen the waters receded , those people 
wouldn 't even wait for the return of a dove; they just went back as the waters 
went down . Talk about this need being determined on a cost benefit ratio! 
- -you can 't benefit the peopl e until you build the dam a nd you can't t e ll the 
value of the l and a nd business and whether the folks will build homes and stay 
there until you stop the flood . 
Now Congress, as you know, had a lready passed Public Law 815 and 
Public Law 874 . These were acts of Congress to channel more money into 
areas impac ted by federal installations. We were drawing considerable mon-
e y in Kentuc ky because of Ft. Knox, for this Army installation had impacted 
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that area with ch ildren of federally employed people and the local school dis-
tricts cou ld not provide educational opportun ities for them. The local school 
board couldn't build enough school bu ildings for the students; s o, conse-
quently, Congress pas s ed Public Laws 815 and 874 to appropriate money to 
t he s c hool districts in thes e impacted areas. Because of federal installations 
and activities, we were perfectly at ease about having sol ved all of the se 
problems for which the federal government was responsib le and had an inter-
est . 
The Eastern Kentucky Regiona l Planning Commiss ion reminded the fed-
e ra l government of the idea that we should take the same philosoph y and the 
same principle s that it had proposed in helping to finance loca 1 and s tate 
s y stems in areas that are impacted by federal installations and apply that 
t o school districts tha t are impacted by poverty or la rge families wtth low 
incomes . It sounded as reasonable to me to ta lk about one as it did the other; 
and wou ld you believe me if I told you that on April 21, 19 64, Hon. Carl 
Perkins, Congressman from this district, Chairman of t he House Committee 
on Education and Labor, as head of a sub- committee invited me to testify on 
the cons ideration they were giving to House Resolution 10440 that became the 
Econom ic Opportunity Act, I testified before the congressional committee on 
t his principle that the federal government had as much responsibility to 
channel money into school districts impacted by poverty or low income fam-
ilies as it did to d istribute money under the law for areas impa cted by fed era 1 
insta llations. This became the princ iple on which the Elementary and Secon-
dary Act of 1965 was fina lly bu ilt and adopt ed. This was the basis on which 
federa l money under Title I is being d i stributed to the public schools of 
America--on the basis of how impacted they are by poverty--and this has 
been the salvation to many of the public school districts of America . 
The recommendations of the Eastern Kentucky Reg ional Planning Com-
mission us found in the report "Program GO " . 
Co s t ern Kentuc ky is u purt of the dec1rly definab le Underclcv<'lopecl Ap-
pc1lachiun Region, and its problems ure integra l purts o f the probl ems o r tha t 
region . These problems of the /\ppala chian Reg ion may he de sc.:ri bed in ba sic 
groups, very similar to those described for Easte rn Kentucky . lloweve r , it 
should be pointed out that Ea stern Kentuc ky represents a more intense ex-
press ion of the proble ms involved than is found in any s imi la rly-sized and 
popu lated area in the /\ppa lachians. Developmental pa t terns, and pilot pro-
jects, initiated in Eastern Kentucky , may have applicat ion in a ll parts of the 
Appalachian Region will benefit from a region-wide program. 
APPALACHIAN STATES DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
It is of importance to t he success of a developmenta l program for Eastern 
Kentucky that a simila r program be a pplied throughout the greater Appa lachian 
Region . The Commission , therefore, rec ommends that the Governor of the 
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Commonwealth invite the governors of the other Appalachian states to a con-
ference for the purpose of organizing an Appalachian States Development 
Authority. The Commission will prepare a brief proposal setting forth the 
nature and functions of such an authority and the procedures by which it 
might be organized, and will request advice and assistance from the Kentucky 
Department of Economic Development, the Kentucky Legislative Research Com-
mis s ion, the Attorney Genera 1 of the Commonwea 1th of Kentucky, and from 
other departments and agencies of the Commonwea lth, in creating a deta iled 
prospectus for the Appalachian States Development Authority, to be presented 
to the conference of Appa lachian Go vernors . The conference should be pla nned 
around the consideration of the specific and complete proposal, and an ef-
fort should be made within the conference to reach ag reement by the states 
upon general terms for the c reation of an effective beginning authority . It 
would then remain only for the separate states to take such action as neces-
sary for ratification of their participation, as required by terms of the council 
and by due process of law affected in each state . Deta ils of the propo s a l 
beyond those necessary to the initial organization of the authority, unless 
readily agreed to could be deferred for consideration until after the estab-
lishment of the authority , as part of the formu lation of the authority's pro-
gram. 
In a conference statement of justifi cation of need for such an authori ty 
it should be acknowledged that many of the economic and other problems o f 
common concern to state areas of the Greater Appalachian Region, are a l s o 
common to the entire southeastern region of the United States . However , 
this acknowledgement should serve as a basis for the assertion that the 
Appalachian Region is, of itself, a unique region of common and specia l prob-
lems , distinctly and more intensely affecting the living standards of the 
resident population, than do the problems common to all the southeastern 
states, and that these special problems and conditions relate directly or in-
directly, to the underdeveloped character of the Appalachian Region. Thu s , 
the point would be made that the underdeveloped Appa lachian Region just ifie s 
and requires the establishment of a special and comprehensive region- wide 
program of development. 
The Eastern Kentucky Regional Planning Commiss ion c reated a special 
Educational Advisory Council composed of 35 professiona l educators a nd lay 
leaders of which I served as Chairma n . On the recommendation of the Ad-
visory Council, the Commission approved the following items: 
1. Recommend to the 19 60 session of the Kentucky Genera l As-
sembly passage of a general sales tax designed to provide 
adequate revenue to meet urgent needs in raising salaries of 
teachers and in making other improvements necessa ry to the 
improvement of the system of the entire Commonwea lth . (Three 
percent enacted in 1960 and five percent enacted in 1968 . ) 
2. Seek expansion and improvement of the Vocationa l Education 
program in the region, in accordance with plans proposed by 
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the Bureau of Voc ationa l Education, with emphasis upon ex-
pansion of existing faci lities and the establishment of addi-
tiona 1 extension centers. Give consideration to the establish-
ment of a loan prog ram for st udents completing a year's work at 
extension c enters or in c entra l school s , a nd who need assis -
tance to continue the second year of tra ining which must be 
taken i n the centra l area or a t state school s . Urge the expan-
sion of adult training program s within the Vocational programs 
(accomplished by succeeding l egisl a t ion) . 
3 . Seek establishment o f a n adequate Vocational Rehabilita tion 
Center (accomplished). 
4 . Recommend to the United States Offic e of Educatio n that a 
specia l Guidance In s titute prograrr be s et up in the Appalach-
ian Regions of a ffected st ates , t~1 clE..: al realis tica lly with the 
specific problems of these regions which are more intense in 
nature than those of other s (still needed) . 
5 . Give specia l s tudy to the provisions of pe nding l egislatio n 
for federal aid t o education to detennine whether s uch pro-
visions would provide realistic benefit to Eastern Kentucky 
and to draft revisions where the need might be apparent ( ac-
complished by 1965 acts) . 
6 . Give special study to mean s for improvement of business ad-
ministration and organi zation of school systems an d to such 
mat t e rs as school arc hitecture , especially to those relat ed to 
regional conditio ns (little h ad been done ) . 
7. Consider the plac e of in s titutions of higher education in 
Easte rn Kentucky in the conduc t of sp ecial research pro-
grams re lated to re sources, market s , people a nd a ll matters 
concerned in the o ver-all de ve lopme nt of the region, and to 
the possibility that the s e institutions might join with other 
interests to s ponsor the e sta blishment of a Resources Research 
In stitute for the reg ion. (College s and universities have 
moved in this direction. 
8 . Stimula t e more fore stry t rnining at ull l evel s in Kentucky and 
t ake a close look at vocatio na l agric ulture programs to bring 
it more in line with needs of I:ast e rn Ke ntucky . Request t he 
1960 General Assembly to fimmce a prog ram of qualified train-
ing for foresters, betwe en Kentucky s chools and qualified 
forestry schools of other s tates (accomplishe d in 1960 se s-
s ion). 
9 . Expand and improve Adult Education programs of a ll kinds and 
give careful consideration to the continued conduct of a pro-
gram of special sho rt courses , primarily for adults (accom-
plished) . 
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Acting on the recommendations of the Eastern Kentukcy Regional Plan-
ning Commission , the Honorable Bert T . Combs , Governor of the Common-
wealth of Kentucky, persuaded the Honorable J. Millard Tawes, Governor of 
Maryland, to call and host a conference of Appalachian Governors to meet in 
Baltimore on May 20 , 1960. 
This meeting was devoted to: 
"exploration of possibilities for accomplishment through as-
sociated or cooperative action of the Appalachian states , es-
pecially concerning intensive economic and social problems , 
as well as developmental opportunities , in several d isad-
vantaged areas of the Appalachian Region . " 
An interim staff committee was appointed which met in Atlanta , Georgia, 
on September 21 , 1960, in conjunction with the staffs of the Council of State 
Governments and the South ern Regional Education Board. The staff committee 
planned a second conference of Appalachian Governors to be held in Lexing-
ton, Kentukcy, on October 17 and 18, 1960, which Governor Combs call and 
chaired . The governors and their staffs from Alabama , Georgia, Maryland, 
New York , North Carolina, Pennsylvania , South Carolina , Tennessee , Vir-
ginia , West Virginia, and Kentucky att ended the Lexington conference . 
The two conferences held by the Appalachian Governors resulted in 
action by the Area Redevelopment Administration designed "to focus particular 
attention upon the opportunities as well as the problems of the Appalachian 
Region as a whole," in line with a statement issued by President John. 
Kennedy on May 8 , 19 61. 
On April 9, 1963 , President Kennedy established the "President's Ap-
palachian Regional Commission" and named Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr ., the 
Undersecretary of Commerce , as chairman . 
In I:stablishing the Commission the President recognized the intense 
economic distress of the region and the expression of the Conference of /\p-
palachi an Governors , calling for u new a nd joint commitment of efforts by 
federal , stat e , nnd local, us well o s pri vn te ilCJCncics to cl cal rnorc c,f fcc-
tivcly with this progrnm. 
The President directed that the members of the Commission be chosen 
representing each of the federal ngcncics concerned und cnch of the states 
involved. 
The Commission was charged to prepare n compreh ensive program for 
the economic development of the /\ppalachian Region ; to consult with the 
governors of the affected states and with the h eads of appropriate federa l 
agencies; and to lay before the President a report stating its objectives and 
the organization, action and financing st eps require d to initiate it, prior to 
December 31 , 1963 . 
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Of course, you know a bullet from Lee Harvey Oswa ld' s rifle assas -
sinated President Kennedy on November 22, 1963, a nd he did not have the 
opportunity to receive and act on the report . However, President Lyndon B. 
Johnson recommended to the 1965 sess ion of Congress legislation to formali z e 
the Appa lachian Regiona l Commission. 
When President Johnson signed the Appalachian Regional Development 
Act into law, Senate Bill 3 on March 19, 1965, he c a lled it the "truest example 
of creative federalism . 11 I have in my office one of the pens used by the 
President in signing the act. 
The first Executive Director of the Commission, John Sweeney, ca lled 
the act "an experiment in Appalachia" where for the first time a group of 
twelve governors and a representative of the President of the United State s 
met together as members of a regional commission to make decisions across 
the board "in nearly every field of policy affecting the future of Appa lachia 
and how state and federal resources can be employed to bring about t he socia l 
and economic development of the region . 11 
Broadly speaking, the experiment had two aims : 
First, to help the 13- state mounta in region win for itself the 
ability to c ontribut e to and compet e for its fair share of nationa l 
growth and prosperity . 
And, secondly, to demonetrate that the separate e l ements of 
the American polit i ca l system--federal, state and loca l--can 
work e ffective ly with each other a n d w ith private interests to help 
Appa lachia attain full potentia l. 
The Commission has authorized t wo advisory committees : one in 
He alth and the other in Education, composed of appointees by the fed -
eral coordinator and the governors . 
I hold membership on the Advisory Committee on Education 
by appointment of t he Governoi· of the Commonwealth of Kentucky; 
a nd M r. Chip roltz, i s the executive director of this c ommitt ee . 
Morehead State University has been successful in soliciting the 
support of the Executive Director of the Educat iona l Advisory Committee 
in helping us to establish on the campus: 
1. A program of computerized in struction in arithmetic . 
2. Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center, which to me i s 
one of the greatest things that has happened to Morehead a nd 
the Region s ince Cora Wilson St ewart started the Moonlight 
schools in this county in 1911. 
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May I give you a further sidelight to my own experience in this program 
When the Bas ic Education Act was be fore Congress, we brought the Perkins 
subcommittee to this ca mpus for a public hearing, a nd we hosted a three- day 
conference in Morehead . Two of the distinguished people that you read 
about toda y bes ides Mr . Perkins are Congres s man Pucins ky from Ch ic a go and 
Senator G riffin from Michigan . These were the people who were materia lly 
interested and participated in this hearing. 
Now I don't know whether that is what you wanted to know, whether 
you already knew it, and whether I have been successfu l in pulling together 
what you yet will study; but let me conclude by saying to you that so far a s 
I am concerned, we have over a long period of time repres ent ed what John 
Donne wrote in his prose t hat he ca lled " Devotion XVII ." 
"No man is an is land, e ntire of itsel f; every man is a piece of the 
continent, a part of the main; if a c lod be washed away b y the 
sea, Europe is the less, as well as is a promontory were ... and 
man's death diminshes me, because I am involved in ma nkind; 
and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls 
for thee." 
Somebody wrote the words of a song and in a little more poetic fashloh 
No man is a n is land 
No man is an island 
No man stands a lone, 
Ea ch man's joy is joy to me, 
Each ma n 's hea rt is my own . 
We need one a nother, 
So I w ill defend each man 
As my brother 
Ea ch man as my friend . 
If I had to write the philosophy of the Appa lachian Regiona l conc ept, 
it would be-- " No Man Is An I s land" regardless of whether he is in the pre-
school group or in the adult group that we are trying to educate . I think, 
that as we look at th e Appa lachian Comm ission in retros pect , how diffic ult 
and cold the days were, how dark the nights were, how ta 11 the mountains 
were a nd how turbulent the s treams were as we naviqa ted the ,11 il nd c rossed 
them to fi na lly come out with loca l , stut e , and federa l governments of thirtee n 
states working togethe r to do the things that are being done for our people , 
who were at that time, is lands a nd were isolated and NO MAN kne w for whom 
the bell tolled . 
I c ommend you , ladies and gentlemen, for your e fforts and time, and 
I hope you can do a better job when you go back to your homes from th i s 
Conference. 
Thank you ! 
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APPALACHIAN NEEDS AND CURRICULUM MATERIALS 
HUSAIN QAZILBASH 
Specific suggestions for curriculum development for adult basic ed-
ucation (ABE) in Appalachia will be discussed by various persons in this 
monograph. Two areas that need consideration in Appalachian ABE are (1) 
the use of educational technology and (2) the development of l anguage as it 
applies to cognitive change. 
In 1440 when Gute nberg printed the first textbook with movable type, 
the ground work was laid for the greatest forward surge in education that the 
world has known. Five c enturies ago the book was considered the greatest 
revolution in education and the only curriculum material. Today we are see-
ing another forward s urge a t a much fa ster rate . The electronic and space 
age is changing our traditional notion of education, the role of teacher, the 
role of classroom a nd the nature of the learning process. The environment 
in which we live and t he curric ulum mate rials mu s t be re-examine d in the 
light of new technology. 
There are interesting parallels between today's incipient revolution 
and the revolution of five centuries ago. The printed book was a form of 
automation, a kind of teaching device. No longer did the students need to 
cluster at the feet of their master as he read to them from a precious and 
laboriously produced manuscript . Each student could have his own copy of 
the text to study in private at his own speed and at a convenient time . No 
doubt it seemed to many that teacher could be permanently replaced . Although 
he wasn't replaced, his role was changed. He could now counsel, explain , 
and expand the mass of information and knowledge that the book had made 
available to all. I believe that once again the role of the teacher can be 
changed for the better by utilizing the new curriculum materials and making 
education relevant to the needs of the l earners . The designers of Adult 
Basic Education s hould address themselves to the fo llowing obj e c tiv es: 
1. Identific ation of purposes that educational institutions and 
program s in Appalachia could seek to attain . 
2 . Disc overy of educational e xperiences that will serve to at-
tain these purpose s . 
J . Det ermina tion of the most e ffective way of organizing these 
experiences. 
4. Eva lua tio n of educational experie nce s by e ducators to de-
te rmine if the stated purpose s are being attaine d. 
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Education has evolved through the reaction of people to their environ-
ment. The two basic elements essential for a well rounded educational pro-
gram are the l earner a nd his environment. Between the learner and his en-
vironment is the process of education wh ich must provide a logical , sequen-
tial and progre ssive program or curriculum. 
A logical, sequential and progre ssive program should be developed o n 
the following criteria: Existing curriculum materials and modern educationa l 
technology should be incorporated where appropriate . Below are some ex-
amples of educational technology: 
1. Modern electronic machines that have been particularl y suc-
cessful in language instruction. 
2. Programmed learning instructional materials. 
3 . Computer assisted instruction and CAI t erminal booths for ru-
ral areas. 
4 . Centralize d tape libraries from which local systems could se-
lect an entire cours e of instruction and specialized lectures 
prepared by the best qualified teachers in the field. 
S. Close circuit t e levision systems and local programs for each 
student to utilize the course materials that can be made a-
vailable. 
6. Individual video tape-players to hear and see, to enable each 
student to utilize the course materials that can be made a vaila-
ble. 
7. Access to computers for retrieving information. 
8 . A flexible open circuit educational television network to bring 
a varie ty of current event type instruction to the hom es of the 
people particularly in rural areas . 
Richer a nd large r urban a rea s have done a remarkable job in providing 
modern technological curricula but quite often it i s a rg ued that for the poverty 
stricke n i solated rural a reas like Lhat of /\ppa lachia it i s not feas ible or such 
devices arc too expensive . The cost of educating a child for his generation 
and an adult for the present generation is a positive inve stment in human re-
sources. In fact, compared to the negative investment we shoulder in at-
tempting to rehabilitate wasted lives it will probably be a much e asier and 
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cheaper investment in education to provide faci litie s to the rural areas at the 
initial low cost than for the present underpriviledged adults who can, by 
virtue of these educational facilities see for themsel ves the advantages and 
the disadvantages of education for themselves and their children , rather than 
to rehabilitate their children when they grow old. 
The savings from not investing in these electronic devices, teaching 
aids, and teacher salaries in rural areas are in the long run not savings. In 
our changing technological society the cost that we have to pay for re habili-
tation of an undereducated or uneducated adult w ill be far great er a few year s 
from now and the educational cost of an uneducated and undereducated adult , 
in the future will be beyond our conceptua lization. 
Our problem today is quality , quantity, and cost with emphas is on 
quality. The existing technological inventions and teaching aids in educatio n-
al curricula should be applied nationwide and with great emphas is to the rural 
areas and the disadvantaged. Programs can be greatly enriched, improved, 
and expanded by the resources and devices that have been developed. 
Cognitive change, reading and language development are tightly bound 
toge ther. 
One difference between an adult a nd an infant as far as cognitive func -
tioning is concerned is th e difference in the abil ity to think and the process 
of thinking seems to be associated w ith the process of language development. 
The development of language is positively related to cognitive development 
and thus to th e process of thinking . 
There are studies that support the view that development of vocabulary 
and grammar in the process of language l earning i s not onl y necessary for 
an individual to communicate more effective ly, but a lso that grammar i s re-
sponsible for the development of higher mental organization a nd vocabulary 
is respon sibl e for understanding a nd compre hension. 
If we consider how important l anguage i s to thinking and what if it would 
cease to function. In every cultural setting , each normal individual goes 
through the process of language devel opment as he develops a mind capab l e 
of thinking. The cultural settings of Germany and france, for exampl e , in 
which the emphasis on language learning in it~ various aspects has been 
greater in the early years of life than in some other settings have produced 
highly balanced and organized minds . This i s evident from the scientific in-
vention and contributions by these nations . In our own society persons with 
higher l evels of formal education and we ll developed language a rc , in gen-
eral , capabl e of thinking , understanding , conccptualiz ing , a nd confronting 
life stituation at a higher and more logical l evel than t hose with no education 
or lower education a nd l ess developed l anguage who arc e ngag ed in our ABE 
programs. If my conte ntion i s logical that th e development of language skills 
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in ABE students needs to be re-examined, then one primary responsibility of 
ABE teachers should be to help the adult student realize the nece ssity of 
developing his language as a long range goal. Once the student has con-
ceptualized this goal, the curriculum can be developed around it, and a log -
ical, sequential, relevent progression of curriculum can be developed by the 
teacher in cooperation with the student. The participant will then hopefully 
in respect to the major language and his dialect within the language bring 
about cognitive changes. 
The fas t changing space age and technological achievements of today 
not only demand of educators a knowledge what to teach but how to t each 
how to l earn. If we can teach how to learn and provide the b est possible ed-
ucational technology to facilitate that learning, g reat steps would have been 
made to curricula that meet the needs of indi victuals in Appalachia as well as 
elsewhere. 
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION 
By 
Dr. John Sherle 
In keeping with the general theme of the Conference "Curriculum Needs 
and Materials for the Appalachian Region. " it is probably useful to note at 
the outset that very little has been done to relate the known basic needs of 
the Appalachian poor to the program of study in the ABE classroom. 
Curriculum is succienctly defined as a "course of study in school. "By 
observation one must conclude that the "course of study" used in most ABE 
classrooms is the same, in many respects, as the course of study used in the 
public schools. Furthermore, the physical , social and pedagogic arrange-
ments for delivering the course of study have been !>orrowed largely intact 
from the public school model. Even the teacher 1n the ABE classroom has a 
somewhat familiar, if weary, countenance. 
The public school curriculum model has much to commend it. It has a-
mong other things, provided a whole nation the opportunity for the attainment 
of what would have been considered in 1900 (and in most underdeveloped na-
tions today) a college-equivalent education. And it has produced a tremen-
dously powerful middle class, capable of banding together for the common 
good in times of stress, but mindful of the worth and di~nity of its manifold· 
origins. 
Yet there is inherent in the application of the public school curriculum 
model to ABE what could be regarded as a fatal flaw. The fact is that the 
public school model is a middle class model, and the large percentage of 
students in ABE classes are not members of the middle class. Furthermore, 
the majority of these persons have encountered the public school curriculum 
previously and they have not been su0cessful with it. 
It should not be interpreted that the issue of social class has been in-
jected as an issue per se, although some would argue that education is "oper-
ational sociology," and that, if educated, one loses hls place in the "low-
er class." Rather, social class has been mentioned only to tndicate that some 
of the relevant, meaningful content which might be included in the ABE cur-
riculu.11 is not included either because the middle class curriculum developer 
is not aware that it exists or because it is not acceptable within the frame •~f 
referen0e of the middle-class curriculum model. 
Designers of curriculum for ABE should address themselves to the fol-
lowing types of considerations: 
1. What content should be included? 
2. How should the content be presented? 
3. Who should present the content? 
4. What should serve as the criterion variables by which success could 
be determined? 
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Th.e remainder of this paper will deal speculatively with possible an-
swers to these questions. 
I. What Content Should Be Included? 
Educators have assumed that they know the curriculum that is best for 
children and adole s,:ents to learn. While some are questioning this assertion 
today, the general pu'blic still seems to agree that they do. 
Adult educators have assumed that they know the curriculum that is best 
for undereducated adults to learn. However, it has become clear that they 
do not. 
This error in judgement concerning relevant and necessary curriculum 
content related basically to the lack of research on the educational needs 
and characteristi:::s of undereducated adults. In many respects educational 
research on undereducated adults is the most difficult type of research to ac-
complish . The population is difficult to sample for one thing. The variabil-
ity within the population is tremendous, whatever variable one chooses to ex-
amine. Nevertheless, the consequenc:es of not having a plentiful supply of 
valid and relevant research evidence upon which to base decisions concerning 
the content of the ABE Curriculum are plain to see: empty classrooms, un-
motivated students, poor results of recruiting drives, and predictably high 
dropout rates in ABE programs. 
There is another reason why relevant and necessary curriculum has not 
been developed for ABE programs. This has to do with the current emphasis 
upon the preparation of instructional objectives to measure intended outcomes 
of the instructional program. According to Mager (1962}, one must be prepared 
to state what he wants the learner to be able to do in performance terms to 
demonstrate that he has learned what he is supposed to learn. This strategy 
is clearly based on the assumption that the preparer of the objective and the 
learner have had a similar set of experiences with the world and share a frame 
of reference - that is they are of the same social c lass. The preparer selects 
from his frame of reference a desirable objective and includes it in the cur-
riculum; the learner may see no relevance whatsoever in demonstrating in per-
formance terms that he has attained the objective because there is nothing 
in his frame of reference with which to relate this new, isolated response in 
his repertoire. 
The teaching of reading to undereducated adults serves as an example 
of this phenomenon. Most selectors of instructional objectives very quickly 
seize upon the attainment of the skill of reading as an immediate objective. 
They proceed on the assumption that the adult, once he learns to react, will 
use reading as a tool for learning content subjects, will use reading as a 
means of satisfying certain vocational requirements, will use reading as a 
means by which he can better fulfill his citizenship obligations, and will use 
reading as a means of increasing his personal pleasure through recreational 
reading, thereby widening his "window on the world," thr::>ugh books. This 
is the manner in which reading is used by members of the middle class. But 
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experience shows that frequently in classes of undereducated adults , when 
they h~, " a ttained proficiency in reading skill , the skill remains "isol ated" 
in their repertoire. No one they know outside the class room reads anythi ng. 
They know no one who reads textbooks, is required to read anything a s a part 
of his daily work, buys and reads a newspaper, fiction or non-fiction books 
or magazines. There is no model for reading in their !eves , and very likely 
no time for it. Therefore , reading is reqarded as something done in the c lass-
room, having no rela tion whatsoever to living in the real world . 
There is no quarrel with Ma ;Jer and the preparation of instructional ob-
jectives. The practice and strategy has done as much to ad·vance the conc ept 
of learner participation in learning as any other strategy yet devis ed. The 
difficulty lies in the assumption that the preparer of the objective knows what 
the desirable and worthy outcomes are for the ABE population . It i s abunda ntly 
clear that th is assumption remains undounded. It is also c l ear that the stra teg y 
of preparing instructional objectives is a c lass-bound activity , the eff icacy 
of which depends upon a close correlation between the background experi ence 
of the learner . 
The question of "what the content of the ABE c urriculum should be" re-
mains. If educators are not able to create a necessary and relevant curriculum 
for ABE students , from what source will the selec tion of content come The 
most obvious source is the ABE student him self; his statement of need and his 
opinion become the criterion of the relevance of the content . His need state-
ment and his opinion become the stimuli which produce the response of t he 
educator which is to create or assemble materials which the adult need s . 
Sometimes the adult l earner will choose objectives and content that t he cur-
riculum creator would himself ha ve chosen for the adult . But many times the 
priority and sequence designated by the adult of what is to be learned will 
differ from the professional' s choice. The underedu cat ed adult sho uld be al-
lowed a chance to learn first what he thinks is more important for him to l ea rn , 
e ven if it violated all notions we as educators have of sequency and priority . 
In addition, curriculum developers in ABE should be prepared to accept as 
legitimate learning activities topics and e vents wh ich a re not dealt with in 
normal middle-class fram e of reference. This could mean dealing with con-
troversial issues in the classroom, acceptance of terms and vocabulary com-
monly used in the streets , the probability of verba l and physical confronta-
tions in the classroom , etc . In short, the styl e in the classroom which i s 
most likely to be meaningful and compelling for the undereducated a dult is 
that which approximates the style of his life outside the c lassroom - casual , 
literal and by middle-class standards perhaps, somewhat vulgar . 
A final note on th is aspect of the development of curriculum for ABE 
classrooms. The behaviorist's concept of"shaping•· is useful in this context . 
Gerta inly the function of a proper edu.:;ational program should be to enlighten, 
uplift and enrich the learner . By gradually reinforcing those de sirable middle-
class qualities of behavior displayed by the learner over time with in the c lass-
room, the more conventional types of educational programming can be imple -
mented and progress toward the more formal rou-:ine and efficacious educ a tional 
strategies can be made. But experience has shown that tolerance for th i s 
forma lization of learning activity cannot be expected to develop spontaneously 
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in th~· ""1ieredu::::at e d a dult, and insistence upon it has driven undereducated 
adult~ ~·· -Ld reduced the effectiveness of our programs. 
II. How Should C urriculum Content Be Presented ? 
There are numeroL' 3 patterns which can be employed in teaching adults. 
The one most frequ ently encountered in ABE is the one used in the elementary 
and secondary public school; that is , a teacher or tea chers present to the 
whole class material from a textbook . An adaptation of this pattern is where 
the class is broken down into several smaller groups for the purpose of re-
ceiving instru::::tion. In this de sign , the c urriculum is in most cases that 
which is presented in the textbook , and neither the studen nor the teacher 
is inclined to deviate from it . Ma.1y thousands of undereducated adults have 
in the past learned by this procedure of presenting the curriculum content. 
It is a tested, tim-honored method. But this procedure does not satisfy the 
needs of a ll unde reducated adults. The curriculum developer should consider 
alternative s to thw whole-class approach . These ulternate approaches imply 
different materials and patterns of organization for instruction. 
Economic realities and the life-style of many undereducated adult stu-
dents make the search for new pa tterns of teaching a necessity. Many under -
educated adults , particularly males , rnu st hold two menial jobs in order to 
provide for their fam ilies. If they also maintain the normal responsibilities 
as husbands a,d fathers , and time is allowed for recreation , very little is 
left for improving educa tional level, regardless of how excelle nt the program 
may be. Add to this the burden in the traditional c l assroom of "keeping up 
with the class," and one can begin to understand why undereducated adult 
males stay away from ABE c lasses in l arge numbers . 
Furthermore, "going to school" a nd t he "val ue of an education" are not 
close ly correlated in the thinking of the average u,dereducated adult , the 
former being much less esteemed that the l atter . An exampl e of this might 
b e the adult male who has been told that, if h e can achieve a high school 
equivalency certificate , opportunity for a better job will be extended; h e goes 
to a n ABE class to find out that his placement test indicates that h e should 
vegin working at the third grade level. He knows the value of the e ducation 
b ecause that means a better job to him and he goes to school to begin. But 
the prospect of having to go to school for f ive or more years simply has no 
appeal , or if it does , the daily frind of living soon serves to diminish his 
enthusiasm for it. 
Several alternatives to the standard whole class and textbook instruc-
tional approach have been developed , but the general strategy or pattern com -
mon to the alternatives is indi vidualization of the instructional program. The 
difference between the plans is how the individualization if achieved . Before 
examining some of these plans , some comments on individua lization of in-
struction is s een as the most desirabl e alt ernate s trategy to the traditiona l 
whole-class instructional plan is because of the very large range of individua l 
differences found in the ABE c lassroom. In the public el ementary or secondary 
school it is possibl e to control the range of individual differences to some 
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extent h•• .:=i dministrati ve manipulation. That is , pupils are grouped on the 
basis o ~ ,ronological age , (b) number of y ears in school (grade), (c) 
sometim C u (d) s omet imes all of the above plus reading level. This 
somewhat mP,.. ical a dministrative procedure does considerably narrow the 
range o f individual differences the teacher meets in the classroom . However, 
in ABE programs it is no+ always possible to group students effectively us ing 
any of these indicators . Adults are found to have a wide range in the average 
ABE class, and wide range difference is the number of grades previously com-
pleted in school, a wide range is measured intelligence and range of reading 
basic skills are extremely sophisticated and effective compared with their 
first generation ancestors. Similarly , the forth generation computers de-
liver more program capacity faster at about one-half the original cost of the 
first generation computers. The latest CAI studies indicate that achieve -
ment of students using CAI compared to classroom programs is just as high 
or higher , CAI produ::es faster l earning , and is cheaper tha n the traditional 
class.:-oom approa:::h. The cost o [ in struc tion is now est ima t ed by some com-
panie s to be ahout $48 per stu d{~nt per course per year. The computer works 
day and night, never becomes impatient or sarcas+ic with the student , never 
forgets where h e is in learning his program no mntte r how ma ny time he is 
absent , nor wha t he has missed (CAI provided :1 complete re sponse record 
on every student ) and has never y e t gone on strike for mone p ~Y . The ABE 
curriculum developer should not close his eyes to the pos sibi.lity of providing 
CAI service to the undereducated adults in his program . The computer , like 
the ubiquitous phone booth , is already a fact of all our lives. Its potentia l 
ha s rarely been :::onsidered by educators and curriculu.11 developers as a tool 
for delivering new educational services on a mass basis economically . 
Another strat egy for individualizing instruction, less costly , h ad been 
tried. The use o f paraprofessionals and volunteers in tutoring roles had been 
widely publi:ized in the popular press . The tutor is able to meet the under-
edu::ated adult individually for the purpose of assisting him in the acquis tion 
o f the basic skills. Few studies ha ve appeared which yield information on 
the effectiveness of this approa::h in ABE . Report s vary widely on its effic a -
cy. Until more definit e information is available on the training and prepar-
ation of tutor s, the manner in which th ey can be employed to best advantage , 
a '1d data 9athered o n the effect on the adult student of this type of interac-
tion, care should be exercised by the c urriculu.11 developer in ABE in employ-
ing this strategy in delivering ABE c urriculum to the undereducated adult. 
III. Who Should Present Curriculum and Instruc tion to Undereducat ed Adults 
Reference to the ernploymnet of paraprofessiona l personnel and volun -
t eers for the purpose of individualizing the ABE instru:::tional program opens 
up the topic of whq_ should do the teaching of the c urric ulum in ABE. It is 
well known that two teach ers teaching the same subject from the same book 
to students with essentially similar characteristics produce differential l evels 
of achievement in those classes and in individuals within those c lasses . In 
this sense, curriculu.11 cannot be s e parated from people ; curriculum is people . 
"Who teache s the ABE curriculum ? " is very much related to the question of 
"What content sho uld be taught ? " -Whoever teaches t eaches himself as well 
as the subject or the curriculu:n. 
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M0st of the teachers teaching ABE cl asses have been recruit e d from 
ranks ): 2 employed as teachers in the public schools. This is consis-
tent wit the <.; __ ril-ulum adapted from the public school model now used in ABE. 
The licensing a preparation of teachers is under state control , and the teach-
ers teaching in ABI: classes are, therefore , credentialed professionals . 
However , in pr act.ice there are problems with this arrangement . Among 
the most obvious i s the problem of commitment to teaching the undereducated 
adult. For most teachers in ABE classes today, the ABE class is an extension 
or "second effort" job. His main occupation i s t e aching public school stu-
dents , and his second occupation (usually for extra pay) is teaching adults. 
Related to this "second effort" problem is fatigue . After teaching 6-8 hours 
per day in regular public school , it cannot be denied that even the best qual-
ified instructor approaches his "second job" of teaching with a diminished 
level of e nergy and probabl y a somewhat less rigorous preparation for the l e s-
son. 
Another problem with utilizing the public school teachers in ABE is that 
very often, although the teacher has credentials for teaching , he is not tra in-
ed to teach basic skills such as reading and math. Those teachers in th e pub-
lic schools who are trained to teach basic skills are not trained to teach 
adults . One thing adults will not tolerate is to be treated as if they were 
children . An elementary s chool t eacher, even with the best intentions toward 
helping the adult student, frequently insults him by giving him lessons and 
c urriculum materials designed for children. The lack of attention until recent -
ly which was given to in-service education for ABE teachers h ad retarded pro-
gress in correcting this situation. 
More subtle problems affect the ABE c lassroom s ituation when the pub-
lic school teacher is in charge. In the frame of reference of most pbulic 
school teachers, o ne l earns something in the current instance so he can learn 
something more complex later. For example , one teaches addition i n public 
school to the pupils so tha t they will be prepared for the operations required 
later in l earning to multiply. Arithmetic is not taught for its immediate util-
ity per se , but as a prerequisite for later learning . This is entirely logical 
in the public s chool teacher's experience, because the teacher has been 
-~hrough t he system all the way to the top - college . In his experience , l earn-
ing is a lways preparation; it is n ever-ending. But in working with an under-
educa ted adult, frequently one finds the adult desiring to l earn enough arith-
metic to be able to , for example, become a carpenter . The problem here is 
that the ABE teac her probably does not know how much or what type of math 
a carpenter uses in his dialy work. The only recourse the teacher ha s is to 
teach the math in t he usual way a nd hope the adult studcmt can transfer his 
math education and selecti vely apply these math skills in his trade as they 
are appropriate in a specific situation . Studies on transfer of training are 
among the most discouraging in a ll or educational research . 
A partial answer to the question "Who should teach in the ABE c l ass-
room ? " i s a much wider segment of the population than is now be ing employ-
ed . Public school teachers do not know what undereducated adults need to 
learn in order to attain that to which they aspire . We need to include a dults 
from outside the t eaching profession as well as t hose from within the pro-
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fes sion i n orde r to fill th is gap. Furthermore, Adult Ba sic Education t eaching 
should be developed as a career orientat ion. In thi s regard it is possible to 
entertain the idea that one could recruit teachers for ABE from any occupatio nal 
group. It would be possible to train thes e recru its through in-service e duc a-
tion to t e ac h the basic skills to un1ereducated adult s in their classes, even 
though these "outsiderr" had never taught a day in public school in their 
lives; and even though the recruits may not have a college degree . They 
would have to ha ve one thing, however; a sincere commitment to the teaching 
of adults. The point here is tha~ the teaching of u:1dereducated a dults pro-
ba'Jly can be done as well or better by persons who live the kind of lives that 
these u:i.dere ducat ed adults aspire to live than can be do ne by public s chool 
teachers who do not live in the sa'11e world of experi ence as their students . 
It is c ertain tha t the c urricu!.u;11 generated '::>y these "new" teachers in ABE 
wo uld be different. Hopefully it would be more meaningful to the ABE student 
and more rel evant accordi ng to his way of thinking . 
IV. Wha t Should Represent Success in ABE Programs ? 
Much of the "good" that happens to people as a result of ABE today nev-
er shows on the books because we don't measure it . W e are against con-
fro nted with t he fact that the model for evaluation of what is accomplish ed in 
ABE programs h as been adapted from th e public school model . The standard 
of "literac y " in our society is based on a grade-level concept, the ability to 
demonstrate fifth grade competency in reading and writing on a test , and grade 
l e vel itself is borrowed from the public school model of age-grading children 
for education . High school equivalency is measured on an achievement-type 
test which is purported to be related to the test performance of individuals 
who have been through twelve years of edu.:;ation . 
ABE success parameters should refl ect the parameters of success in the 
world the adult lives in; the world or work , th e material and spiritual quality 
of life, citizen ship , mental h 1th and happiness . In order to make progress 
in judging success in ABE, the goals and objectives in ABE must be brought 
into line with the lives of the people for whom the programs are des i9ned . 
The recognized sub groups o~ adults who comprise the t arget populations must 
be de fined and described, explicit inclus ion-exclusion criteria and identify ing 
parameters msst b e developed which differ entiate the s e sub groups; then a dult 
criterion education ta sks which adequat e ly s ample the task s for which high-
ly favorable returns to the individual and to society should be developed. 
Based on the s e criterio n tasks , educatio nal programming would be creat ed. 
Hopefully " su::::cess" in ABE would then be l e ss subject to challenge from all 
quarters. 
CONCLUSION 
Two q ue stions should be co.1fron ted by .I\.BE c urriculum devetopers: (1) 
What i s "basic" i n t h e educatio n of the million s o f persons i n our country who 
are socially and educationally lack ing , politically under-represented, and 
rac ially and c ulturally in the minority? (2) What ar e th ese persons to be 
educate d £or ? 
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The oosition has been taken by the establ.i,hment in education in the 
past thai: ibe:. ''basics" were those to be found in~ public school curriculum 
model-re:ading , writing, arithmeti:: and a high school diploma. Likewise, 
the establishment decided tha the "what for·~ of educating the adult was 
prepara:ion for emergence into the next higher social class. 
These traditional positions need to be seriously re-examined now. The 
system is not working as it form erly did for the undereducated adult in this 
society. 
The development of new curriculum a nd styles of delivering the curricu-
lum lie at the heart of the solution to this problem . We had better be about 
our work. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The major objective of this paper is to examine the na ture of inter-
relatedness of curriculum development for adult ba s ic education and so11e 
socio-cultural factors in the Appalachian region . It is also proposed to ex-
amine the characteristics of the Appa lachian people , the needs which can be 
met through the adult basic education programsand factors which should be 
considered in deve loping curriculum for such programs . 
Broadlydefined , the a im ofanyeducational endevour i s to create changes 
among its clients -through educationa l means-in the ir attitude , skills and 
knowledge . The aim of adult ba s ic education, then , is to c hange the under~-
privileged and undereducated a d ults and these changes have to be affected 
in such a direction tha t the ensuing productivity of the adult is increase~ 
(Bennis , 1962 : 154-156). A conceptual model which is germane to this paper 
implies that the process of adult education can be viewed as a process o f 
planned change , which i s educational in nature , mutual goal setting (be-
t ween the change agency a nd the c lients who a re adults ) and includes the 
the changes which are prompting changes in knowledge, skills a nd attitudes . 
through educational means . 
The process of adult basic education , w he n view ed from a planned 
change perspective , involves a c hange agent (ABE instructor) , c lient s (in 
this ca se Appalachian Adults) and a progra m of change (a specific curri culum 
of instruction). Boone and Quinn (19 67) mention three dimensions of Adult 
basic educa tion which are (1) Learner , (2) Behavior Change and (3) Content 
Area . However , in this paper, the approach will be to inc l ude the tota l pro-
cess of adult basic education . An ABE ins tructor serves as a change agent 
who has roles of analyst, advisor , advocator and innovator (Callaherand 
Santopolo, 1967) . It may be as sumed that an ABE instructor plays purposive 
roles designed t o influence the process of change in an anticipated directi on . 
Hi s role has to be consiste nt with the instructional objectives whichmay 
inc lude (1) intended outcome , (2) behavior c hanges in the learner , (3) the 
nature of specificity and (4) communicability (Mager , 1962). 
In the second secti on , we s hall atte mpt to examine what Appalachian 
peopl e are like , what they are typical of and their psyc ho-social orientations . 
The third section will describe the nature of relationship be twee n the socio-
c ultural variables and how the y might affect the c urriculum development. 
THE APP/\LAC HIAN RCGI ON 
The Appa lac hian region spans over thirteen s tutes and can be divide d 
into Highlands , Northern , Central and Southe rn subre g ions . The geo-cultura l 
unity for the reg ion i s provided in the sense that people who live along the 
Appalachian mounta in range share a common geographical region a nd there 
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are many parts of this reg i on which share the isolatedness. Socia l scientists 
characterize the region by low education, low i ncome,and in general, a pov-
erty region. Fictions characterize the region with natural beauty and social 
hell. Newspaper reporters when looking for "poverty stuff" in rura l areas 
invaria bly comb the Appalachian neighborhoods. It must be, however, noted 
that not a ll the people in the Appalachian region are poor. It does have its 
pockets of affluence. But the most affluent and abundent attribute of this 
region i s its poverty. 
It may seem to be begging the question that a generalization 
about the entire Appalachian region 1s fraught wit:h th1:; difficulty of over-
generaliza tions. There i s no typical appalachia n adult. 
Preliminary demographi c figures would support the notion that the pop-
ulation of the Appalachian region is older and has a h igher proportion of fe-
ma l es . The size of family is larger than t he a verage American family. The 
proportions of Black and foreign born population is very low. Thus , the Ap-
pal achian population is mostly white. Although some of the areas of the 
Appalachian reg ion have shown population decline over two intercensial 
periods, it may be postulated that eventually the population will stabilize • 
In recent years, the younger people have been migrating to urban centers of 
the nation in search of jobs. That wiL expla in in part the reason for the de-
clining population of the Appalachian region 1 (Ford, 1962a). 
Economic factors to be consi dered are per ca pita income, s ource of in-
c ome , level of employment and educa tional level. Although no current 
statistical summary i s available about the entire region, it appears that per 
capita income is low . Source of income i s more from welfare and govern-
ment transfer payments t han from self-earned sources. To quote Fetterman 
"Welfare is the biggest busine ss" (Fetterman , 19 69) The leve l of employ-
ment is very low . Figures which are available would support the notion that 
the Appalachian region is an economically deprived area. (Ford, 19 62 a) , 
Eg . ther e is a county in rural Kentucky , the population of which has been 
declining for many years because of out-migration. Latest available esti-
mates show the per capita income of Knox county as $612 and the median 
family income about $1,700 . One -third of the fa milies in the county have 
incomes of less tha n $1,000 a year while about 57 per cent have less than 
$2 ,000 , and slightly over 70 per cent have under $3,000 . In standard of 
liv ing , Knox County is ranked 117 th among 120 counties in Kentucky . The 
median educational l evel i s 8 years of formal schooling. Persons 25 years 
of age or o lder who have completed fewer than five grades comprise about 27 
per cent of the population. There are about 2000 active cases of welfare in-
cluding 889 persons receiving Old Age Assistance . About 44 per cent of the 
populati on receives some kind of aid . The number of unemployed per 100 in-
sured workers is 259 . 3 . Of the employed 45. 4 per cent are classified as 
unskilled (KCEOC , 19 65). 
The major channel s of communication and participation are person or-
iented rather than mass media oriented . It should be noted that most studies 
about the mass media availibility indicate that there are enough rad io and 
t . v . sets to term it a "saturated area " (Donohew and Thorp , 19 6 6) • How-
ever, t here does seem to be an apparent lack of printed media (newspapers 
and magazines) . Thi s lack of printed media would seem consist ent if we 
1For the Southern Appa lachian Region, Ford (1962a} i s th e best source 
available. 
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keep in mind the lack of education and undereducation. It would also pro-
vide the basis for designing an effective program for adult basic education. 
It would also be well worth keeping in mind that total exposure to media is 
more i mportant than the content in describing the Appalachain population. 
Most people of older generation , in one of the studies , did not seem towatch 
the news oriented programs (Donohe 't ' , 1968). It may be postulated that 
med ia is not as effective a moderniz ing force as would have been expected. 
Partly it can be attributed to the nature of programs which are available in 
these areas. However , no attempt should be made to deny the fact that 
radio andT}T, do seem to bring "outside world" in the "living rooms" of 
the Appalachian people. The importance of mass media as a modernizing 
force has been reported in many stud:'es across the world. Zwhen an advanced 
communication network i s already available in the Appa lachian region, it can 
be effectively utilized in terms of providing the necessary impetus for mod-
erniza tion . 
The most effecti ve means of communication, in terms of source cred-
ibility factor, seem to be interpersonal interaction networks. Thus , while 
media may be considered important for making people cognitively aware of 
information about some object, interpersonal interaction network serves as 
the vehicle to carry out further information processing and evaluation of the 
information. Organizational participation is low which can be explainer1 
with the fact that there are not many organizations where rural Appalachian 
people can participate . 3 There are hollows and coves in the Appalachian 
region which are inaccessible during winter months . Thus , physica l i sola-
tion is another factor which needs to be considered in designing any cur-
riculum for the Appalachian region. 
The role of communication network has been very important in most 
emerging nations . Lerner (1958) points out '.'The moderni zation process be-
gins with new public communication--the diffusion of new ideas and new 
information which stimulate people to want to behave in new ways". In 
order for any communication network to be effective , education is an im-
portant factor. Wherever the needed educationa l, base is not available , as 
is the case in the Appalachian region , new bases have to be provided by the 
adult basic education program . 
Attitudinal dimensions of Appalachian people are rather hard to de-
scribe . According to Weller (19 65 ) , Appalachian people are not like ly to 
join groups. Acceptance of status quo i s generally viewed as a matter of 
life . There are very few broadening experiences available to Appa la chian 
people . Now, there are parents who are interes ted in the educational ad-
vancement of the ir childre n . Voca tional as pirations are increasing a nd some 
people arc moving away to seek white collar jobs (rord, 1962b) . Modern-
i zing forces are opera ting effective l y in some area s wherea s the y may not be 
very effective in other areas . Media participation, which has been consid -
erect a lubricant for modernization in many emerging areas of the world , is 
showing some impact. In recent years , the Appalachian man has become a 
more active citizen partly because of the development of wider communica-
tion network and partl y because some people who have moved to urban areas 
to share the affluence of the nation tend to come back with stories of af-
fluence . 
Moreover , in pa st years , many governmental programs have attempted 
2see Rogers (1969) for cross-national comparisons. 
3According to Weller (1965) Appalachian people are not likely to join 
groups . 
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to alter the life s ty les of Appa lachia n people . Some of them have made some 
changes , while others have failed . A major problem with most of these pro-
gra ms has been the ir s hort span of operation. To have any visible effects , 
such progra ms did have at least some impact in terms giving broadening ex-
periences to the Appalachian peopl e . 
Due to an increased a nd active partic ipation by the citizenary of Ap-
palachia , there s e em to be traces of modern value orientations. These va l-
ue s s how more promi ne ntly in the empath e tic abilit ies of the Appalachian 
peopl e . They are b e coming more aware of problems which are beyond their 
i mmediate reference a nd are thus breaking out of i solation barrie rs which 
mayhavebeenpresentpreviously (Donohewand Singh , 1969; Singh, 1970a). 
However, those seeking to bring about changes in the Appala chian people 
should be cautio us ly aware that there are difficulties in changing values . 
In addition, there seem to be some resistance on the part of e lite who are 
faced with the situation of status withdrawa l. 4 
There seems to be some changes in the political s tructure in some 
rura l areas of the Appalachian reg ion . Many secti ons of Appalachia, fi ve 
years ago, were gi ven a new format of politica l structure with the passage 
of Economic Opportunity Act in 1964 . Although "maximum feas ible mis-
understandings "did prevail in some areas , other parts showed an increased 
participation in loca l political matters • Political factors a nd l eadership 
structure do tend to follow a long kinship and c lique lines fo!" l ocal scen e . 
A common impres s io:1 that school s uperinte ndents in most of the rura l Ap-
palachian region are important political f igures is substantiated in some stud-
ies (Sutton, 19 68) . The reason for th is poweqs attributable to the employing 
power of the school superintendents . An effective program of adult basic ed-
ucation needs to c ons ider this point if public school facilitie s are to be used 
a ny time. The cooperation of county schoo l s uperintendents woul d also in-
sure faster communication with the l ocal population. 
In genera l, Appalachian people are cognitively not well aware about the 
political matters which are beyond their immediate reference , but the y are 
well aware about thei r local poli tics and peopl e who control offices . In one 
study , it was found that although the Appalachian people seem to have know·-
ledge about political matters (mostly local politics) they fe lt they coul d not 
exercise their political power. An explanation whi ch would seem logical at 
this point i s that such a condition of powerlessness can be attributed to the ir 
genera l a ttitudinal dimen s ion s of fata lism and lack of con tact with the o ut -
side world . However , a n additiona 1 finding in the same study indicated that 
this efficacy in po litica l matters varied from c:ommunitv t o community. The 
more accessible a community, the more efficacious political behavior was 
obs erved (Donohe w a nd Singh , 19 69; Singh 1970a) . 
One may wan t t o a rgue that Appalachian popula tion would res ist change . 
For e xample , Welle r (1965) sta tes t hat " it i s a pathological society in that 
it d oes not deal adequately with the problem of life . It i s not a probl em-
solving society-in fact , it i s a problem-creating society ," Somewhat earlier 
Weller (19 65) a l somentionsthemountaineera s an obstacle tochange as well 
as his refere nce group structure . However, there are at least three studies 
about Appa lachian people whi ch give contrary evidenc e "(Donohewand Singh, 
4rt i s the same conceptua lization as tha t of Hagen (1962) . 
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1968 , Plunkett, 1966; Singh , 1970a) . One may consider " the sprawling 
grow1 t! P region's metropolitan areas and the abandoned cabins up narrow 
hollov· . .i, l prr vide evidence of major population shifts " (Ford, 1962b:9). 
A gen=n 1 proposition which can be forwarded i s that those people who 
accept new Ldeas and practices are accepting them beca use these new ideas 
are of more highly valued social goals. More specifically, the ideatio nal 
acceptance of new ideas was found to be greater among people who had less 
social life amenities . To restate, t he greater the perceived need for c hanges 
in the life styles, the greater will be the a cceptance of new ways and means. 
An additional point which should be considered he re specifica lly from 
the adult basic education curri culum development perspective is the want: 
get ratio. It can be assumed that if an effective curriculum of instruction 
can be developed, it i s bound to crea te greater needs among the Appalachian 
people. Due to c ummulative impact of several programs of developmental 
change and entrance of Appalachia in the U . S . mass society (although not 
quite yet in t he mainstream), chanqes are taking place in the social-psy-
chologi ca l rea lms of these people. These changes in as pirations, of which 
adult basic education eventua lly becomes a part, need to be supplemented 
in some form by the opportunities for a chievements . According to Lerner, 
sa tisfaction-a chieveme nt/ aspiration implies that an individual's level of 
satisfaction i s, at any gi ven point, a ratio between what he wants and what 
he gets (Lerner , 19 6 3) • 
It raises the i ssue of what ca n be provided by a program such as adult 
basic education which aims at improving the life styles of Appalachian people. 
Should the program assume the re sponsibility of providing the necessar y em-
ployment and vocational rehabilitation as may be needed with the increas ing 
skills and employability of the Appal a chian people ? This writer i s not in a 
position to make any judgements but feel s that it would be a l most necessary 
to provide vocational counseling and possibly maintain a lis t of possible 
employers . Perhaps a coordinated effort can be made to attract industry 
and business in the area. But the aim of adult basic educa tion and its in-
structional objectives should be more as a resocializ ing process for the Ap-
palachian adults rather than concentrating efforts on providing jobs . 
Nervousness of man when confronted with the forces of change is not 
new and this will also be the case for the Appalachian adults. There is de-
finite need for re socializ ing these people who are e ither uneducated or under-
educated . One of the prime concerns of such a magnitude s hould be to 
change the knowledge , skills and attitudes of these people . Here lies a 
challenge for the adult basic education program a nd it ha s to deal with the 
same kind of nervousness whic h i s being experienced by most of the people 
around the world . 
CURRICULUM D:CV:CLO PMENT IN ADULT BASIC :CDUCATION: SOCI OLOGICAL 
IMPLICATIONS 
In recent years social scienti s t s have concerned the mse lves with the 
process of modernization . This concern with a kind of value-directed change 
i s not out of curiosity but out of a hope for a be tte r future for mankind . It 
i s a genuine concern about people who are within a "poverty s yndrome", 
and s uch changes are taking place in many are a s such as emerging nations 
and impoverished areas of the afflue nt nations . 
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In order to instill these changes , many nations have used the educational 
approach and foremost in the process of planned c hange has been the con-
cept of adult basic education. More s pecifically, in illite rate and under-
educated areas, the program of adult basic education seems tohave emerged 
as a major vehicle of planned change . From the foregoing description of the 
Appalachian region, one can easily infer the need for change. The role of 
~dult basic education in such an area would be to intensify the socio-cultural 
changes with anticipated direction which can alter the life styles of people in 
this region. 
The generalized model of the adult basic education in this paper is 
based on certain assumptions which are stated below: 
1. Adult basic education (s bsequently curriculum development) pro-
cess operates in a societal context. The existance of a social 
system, whereve r such a proces s might operate, can be defined in 
terms of structural e lements a nd functional processes of that system. 
2. The effectiveness of a curriculum can be measured in terms of change s 
produced in the s tructura l e le ments and functional processes of a 
system. A system as defined here can be either an intra-individual 
system or a social system . 
3. The input of an a dult basic education curriculum in a system is some-
thing which is needed and is considered desirable both by the agen-
cy and the clients. 
The basic objective of this model is to provide a conceptual linkage be-
tween the curriculum, systematic context and changes which may occur if the 
curriculum can achieve its antici pated output. Such a model will also be 
to provide the implications of sociological factors in curriculum develop-
ment. A schematic diagram of the model is presented in Figure I. 
Figure I shows that there are three matrices of information available 
relating curriculum , learners' socio-cultural context and the possible out-
puts. It should be mentioned at this point that the output matrix may in-
clude anticipated as well as actual results if time is included as a real par-
ameter. 
The state of a system is defined in terms of systemic e lements and 
functional processes as shown in Figure I (Loomis, 1960; 1-47; Parson, 
1951:19, Parsons e t.al. 1951: 168) . This qives us a list of variables which 
give us information about the learner. Specifically, in Appalachaia ,we find 
the structural elements and functional processes described in the earlier 
section. 5 For example, we find that since the Appalachian population is 
somewhat undereducated or uneducated, one of the majorinstitutional ob-
jectives should be to provide the basic literacy training. It also helps us 
to define what the content area will be. The functional process , including 
communication, will help us provide the nature of teaching methods which 
can be used and wha t type of instruc tors that will be required . 
5Parsons (1951) maintains that we should differentiate between total 
social systems and partial social systems . The decision to call a geo-
graphical unit a social system depends on the presence of all or most of 
the systemic e l ements and processes . 
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The primary unit of analys i s in this model i s the individua l. When 
studying intra-ind ividual systems, the concern i s to dete rmine the norms 
i 
of variables used in constructing the individua l interactive behavior systems 
(Lerne r, 1963: 327-60). 
8Loomis (1960: 1-47). 
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The input vector , whic h is the c urriculum deve lopment vector , can be 
defined as the i nformation input of ins t ruc tional obj e ctives , content areas, 
instructor's a ttribute s and methods whic h can be e ffective l y a pp lied. Stud ies 
dealing with other undereducated and uneducated adults ind icate that lower 
teacher/student ratio is most effective in teaching a dults. Another ins truction-
a l ob jective s hould be to identify the needs of Appalachian adults . In gen-
eral, it may be suggested that the conte nt area s should be ba s ic ed ucation, 
vocational education , health education, homemaker educa t ion, and con sumer 
education. 
The output vector can be defined in terms of a cc e ptance or re jection of 
each specifi c c urriculum of adult bas ic education a nd if accepted whatare 
the anticipated and observed changes . It may be emphasized that with 'the 
changes in the output vector, the input vector needs to be re - defined over 
a period of time . For example , if an Appalachian a d ul t recieves the lite ra cy 
training as well a s t he vocationa l training , his needs are likely to change. 
In order to meet the changing needs , s tructural e lements and functional pro-
cesses of the s ystems, the instructional objectives , conte nt area s, instruct-
ors and teaching methods have to be changed . It i s being impl,ied here that 
as the state of intra-individual and soc ial systems change, the curriculum 
development will fo llow a long the sa me line . 
Each curriculum as a unit is part of the tota l process of a dult basic ed-
ucation, which when viewed f:om the d iffusion of informatio n perspective, 
can be conceptualized as shown in Fig ure 2 It will appear from Figure 2 that 
from a psycho-socia l point of view , a s timulus (curri c ulum) produces a ware-
ness of ABE program i n an adult. In order for an adult t o be purs uaded about 
an ABE program, the factors to be considered a re the c lient' s (Appalachian 
adult's) needs, the socio-cultural context, and othe r psycho - social attributes 
of the c lients . As soon as an Appalac hian adult becomes a ware of a specific•· 
curriculum of in s truction offered by the ABE. program and decides to e nroll , 
the basic proble m on t he part of t he programming agency would be the reten-
tion of the adults in the agency 's program. 
The re tention of any adult in a n adult basic education program will be 
dependent upon how well he can rationalize the decisions to stay in a specific 
curriculum of ABE. It i s not, however, that the Appalachian adult i s inca p-
able of ma king non - rational itraditiona l , affectual , and sacred) decisions 
(Loomis and Bee9le , 1960) . In fact the description of the Appalachian people 
suggests that later will be a more frequent case than the former one . How-
ever, in order for an adult t o continue in ABE program, he ha s to rationa lize 
at various points . In the development of a curric ulum , it s ho uld be ke pt in 
mind that t here have to be back-up sys te ms (some times a lmost redundant 
s ys tems) to reta in an adult in the progra m. 
The content area will also play a n important role in the development of 
a curriculum for the Appalachian adults . The conte nt area s whic h are cur-
rently needed have to be emphasized more in terms of the utility , vi s ibility, 
complexity , and compatability (Rogers , 19 62 ) eg ., it wo uld be more 
difficult to convince an Appalachain a dult to join the citizenship e d ucation 
program than to ge t hi m t o join the basic literacy program. The utility of a 
curricul um can be expla i ned in terms of how useful it might be to the adults 
it serves . For example , perhaps vocational training programs in the Ap-
palachian region have more immedia te utility (provided they can be employed 
somewhere) than say , consumer ed ucation. This i s not to say, of cours e , 
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Adapted from Roge rs (1962). 
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ing suqgested here is that i n order to develop a set of curricula , the pri-
orities of 1he needs and interest have to be predetermined and arranged ac-
cord ingly. 
A no abo11t the communication channels should be added a this point . 
The relevance ,_:;f a ommunic<1ti-1n network for an effective curriculum need 
not be reemphas i zed a t this point. It is suggested that there sho..ild be a 
built-in mechanism in the .::urriculum about how the Appalachian adults should 
be approached and once they are in the program of certain instructional cur-
riculum , how they can be reta ined . The use of mass media to make people 
aware of ce rtain programs will be very effective . However , televi s ion les -
sions may ha ve little less i mpact on the Appalachain people. The reason for 
such an inference i s the credibility placed upon the television as the source 
of information so far . In the Appalachian mind , the television is not yet 
considered a credible enough source>. Perra ps ir. thf' lclt0r staqf's t0l"'vision 
can be more effectively used than in the initial staq0s 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
One of the major considerations in developing any curriculum is to keep 
it cons i stent with the needs of the client it serves. In the Appalachian re-
gion , which i s an economically depressed area , the innate and physio-
logical needs have to be met first. Once these needs are met, tne Appalachian 
population i s more likely to strive to become oriented toward the major so -
si.etal goals . It i s not being suggested hue that these people will accept 
all the middle c lass American values . The case ½ould be probably far from 
it. But the y will develop a new value system 01 their own. 
Another crucial point is that the process of curriculum development and 
consequently the process of adult education must be cogent with the struct-
ural attributes and the processual articulation of the Appalachian people. 
Up to this point the discussion has pointed out that developing a curriculum 
for a dult basic education can be viewed as a process of planned change. 
There i s s ome scientific knowledge available about the attributes of the Ap-
palachian pe o ple , about curriculum developmer,t an,-l abo·1t +h,., process of 
learning and teachi ng . The effort required at t h is point i s not to blend these 
different disciplines together to arrive at generalized models of curriculum 
which can be adapted to speci fic local s i t ua tions. 
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A TENTATIVE EDUCATIONAL PLAN FOR UNDEREDUCATED ADULTS IN THE 
APPALACHIAN REGION 
Elliot Lethbridge 
The goal of any educational plan for undereducated adults is to create 
optimum conditions under which substantial numbers of the target population 
will become fully involved in an educational enterprise. This e nterprise must 
be in every sense an experience from which adults can derive substantial 
measures of return for their input of time and trust. The design of an education-
a l experience in the Appalachian region must contain an absolute minimum of 
three strategically designed components . 
The firs t essential component of the Appalachian adult educational ex-
perience is the firming-up on the part of the administration of the project of 
a viable philosophy answering the questions (1) "What are we trying to ac-
complish?" and (2) "What are we asking and requesting society and its agen ts 
to support wholeheartedly?" This philosophy should not address itself to 
q uestions of what will it cost, nor will most state ABE plans permit this pro-
cedure. It must, rather , determine if the task can be done. If it can , any 
means at the command of the project t eam must be utilized to effectua te t he 
intent of the philosophy. 
The second essential component of the Appalachian educational exper-
ience is a focus upon the adult illiterate target population. The following 
"Profile of an Illiterate Adult" suggests the possible progress that an under--
educated adult may make toward his goals and some desirable outcomes of hi s 
educational program. 
The third essential component the administration of the program must con-
s ider design of the stra t egy of outreac h. Thi s strate gy mus t t ake into ac -
count all of the communication difficu l t ies of initia ting a nd reenforc ing the 
in i tia l dia logue with selected members of the target po pula tion. Thi s strategy 
a ssumes the total involvement of all individua l s , agencies , and power- figures 
who currently have some kind and qua lity of d ialogue wit h this population. 
Let us start with the premise that there is ,a mandate inherent in the de-
livery of adult education to create a series of environmen ts which will e na ble 
undereducated adults to move from where they are to where they will ultimate-
ly want to go. Otle presumes that probably many of them do not know where 
they want to go or even if they want to go , at the outset. A series of environ-
ments must be designed to induce members of the target population to take a 
tentative, hesitant , and cautious fi rst ste p by getting involved with thi s pro-
gram. The program must be staffed with members who fully understand and 
appreciate the tension , anxiety , distress , and mixed loyalties with whic h 
the target population is inescapably be set with the decision to initia t e a re -
sponse to an outreach or recruiting overture . An overriding precept must be 
that the initiation of the dialogue must be a nd stay on the terms of the targe t 
population adult. 
It may be of value to examine a n ana lysis of the in;:iuts of a s uccessful 
adult bas i c education (ABE) program in a setting very different from most of 
Appalachia . Illiterate adults seef to become invol ved in educationa l programs 
in a variety of identifiable ways. Statements of 1, 001 students were recorded 
describing how they were referred to a White Plains , New York , progra m . 
(See Table I) The two major sources of referral agencies a nd word- of- mouth 
lElliot Lethbridge, An Analysis of Student Enrollmen t in Adult Basi c Ed-
ucation Program. 
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A PROFILE OF AN ILLITERATE ADULT 
Is la st to be hired 
Is a target for automation 
I s first to be fired 
If employed, is forced to work 
several jobs to survive 
Has few purposeful uses of leis-
ure time 
Can't share in great productiv-
ity of o ur nation 
If employed, is a ha zard to 
self and other s 
I s gros sly un informed 
Can't s e rve in Armed Force s 
Tends to perpetuate illiteracy in 
offspring 
Can't comprehend the school 
structure as a help to himself 
or his children 
Can 't qualify as a voter 
Places minimal premium on 
ed uca tiona l ours ui ts 
Has limited stimulation 
towards cultural e nrich-
ment Is the major component in 
the cycle of poverty 
Has limited credit 








ed in interpersona l re-
lationships 
Has potentia 1 for anger 
and resentment Is a target for the "hard 
sell" of inappropria te goods 
and survices 
Has economic limitations 
which restrict much of his s oc-
ia 1 life 
Has difficulty complying with 
society's regulations 
Ts lik.C'ly to lie or b('comr a wcl-
fa re rccipicmt 
Leads a survival-base life 
Is a minimal parent 
Is unaware of the changing world a-
round him 
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Is easily discriminated 
against 
Is unable to seek recourse 
to obtain his basic rights 
I s fearful of new experiences 
Ha s no t d fe ctiveway ofmod-
fying his own de stiny 
Is non-involved in the commun-
ity 
Is unfulfilled as an ind ividua l 
Is not inclined to utilize the agen-
cies provided by society to serve 
him 
A PROFILE OF AN ILLITERATE ADULT-STAGE II 
DURING THE TRANSITION OF INSTRUCTION 
r ooks at himself "Ind his limitations 
Arrives at a judgement that he i s not 
sa tisfied with what and whe re he is 
See the relationship of his illiter-
acy to his unsatisfactory existence 
Ha ving carefully te s ted the at-
titudes of his immediate cycle of 
contacts which may include fam-
ily, friends, employer, co-
workers and neighbors rea 1-
i ze s that they woul d support 
and encourage his going to 
school 
finds t hat the counse lor understand s 
a nd acce pts readily the fact that 
he hasn't had much schooling 
Realizes that the counselor en-
courages him to establish his ed-
ucational plan 
Feels accepted as an individ-
ual of worth by the way he i s 
treate d by the s chool staff 
Ha s hi s intention to better 
h ims e lf reinforce d during 
h i s di scussion with the 
counse lor 
Makes cautious, genera l in-
quiry about school for a dults 
HAS 
TRANSLATED 
HIS \ AGUE 
YEARNI NGS f OR 
Participates '.n a s imple 
screening te st and real -
izes that they will get 
him started Makes the decis ion to take 
the first step to visit an 
adult school 
A "BETTER LIFE" INTO 
ACTION BY TAKING 
THE VITAL FIRST 
STEP 
I s reassured as he 
discusses how he 
will match his avail-
able time to the class 
schedule 
Musters his inners trength 
to overcome his fear of 
embarrassment and guilt 
and actually visits an ad-
dult school 
Meets the guidance counsel-
or and makes known his de-
cision to renew his education 
Discovers that there actually 
is an organized educational 
program specifically designed 
for adults who do not read well 
For the first time admits to a 
stranger he reads less effective ly 
than he wants t o 
Is allowed oppor tunity to partici-
pate during his first sess ion and thus 
feels accepted and less of an intruder 
Is introduced to his 
who is genuinely glad to 
Fe e ls his anxiety disap-
pear as he see his c lass 
cons i sts of adults 
Establishes a sense of kin-
ship with othe r memb e r s of mi-
nority groups within the c las s 
Is impressed even in the first 
class session , that thi s i s an or-
ganized active group of adults 
working togethe r 
Quickly determines that his class-
mates are reading at about the sa me 
leve l as he does Is given book s and writing materials 
which are especially selected for him Rathereasilybecomes involved in an 
active, planned e ducati onal program 
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A PROFILE OF AN ILLITERATE ADULT STAGE III 
:~:voLVED IN A MEANINGFUL INSTRUCTIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Readily a d ~- ro ..itine o f c on -
entrc< t ffort r E""quire d 
Builds a phys ic al tolleranc0 for the 
visual and verbal demand · of class-
room l-' u l ticipation 
Is forced to reorganize his life styl e 
to permit time for school attendanc 
Demonstrates a high commitment 
to betterhimself in terms of ad-
justments of his pattern of liv-
Pays the or ice required in terms 
of travel 
Is impatient .Jlth what he percieves 
as relatively slow progress in learn-
ing to read 
Requires of his teachers well or-
ganized and purposeful l earning 
experiences 
Discovers the satisfaction of 
learning 
As su.:::cess is increased,in-
creases motivation at an ac-
celerating rate 
Regularly demands feed-
back the rate und quality 
of his progress 
Displays a tenacity in return 
ing to class when personal 
problems force interruption 
EXPERIENCES Ac "1 1ircs c1 high degree 
of tolerance to rela-
tively long periods of 
concentrat ed 
AN EMERGING 
in att endance 
Is versatile in managing 
solutions to demands of 
travel , baby-sitting and 
SFNS"E OF SELF-WORT 
AS HE ACQUIRES SKILLS 
ND DEMONSTRATES TO 
IMSELF A:ND HIS PEERS TH 
HE IS QUITE CAPABLE OF 
Acquires a variety of 
basic skillsand press 
es to utilize them finances GROWTH AND 
ACHIEVEMENT 
Is often willing to sacrifice 
some earning power to at-
tend school 
Reacts enthusiastically to the 
s CCPSS he experiences and 
the gains in basic skill s he 
achi eves 
Is stimulated by the experience 
of reentering the world of the stu-
dent 
Acquire s a monentum in his daily 
product and learning effort 
Demonstrates a sophistication in his 
communication with peers and teachers 
Demonstrates a genuine gratitude for 
the opportunity he is having to help 
himself 
I 
Accepts guidance in 
sol ving per son al pro -
blems 
his new found 
confidence to negotiate for 
a ssistance with staff of 
public and private agencies 
!contributes hi" ;i-rsonal ex-
perience in class discussions 
/
/ Is beginning to be informed a-
bout the world around him 
Reaches out to others and builds 
high quality relationships with 
students and teachers 
Experiences a shifting upward of 
the initia l goals which h e had s et 
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for him self 
Is a more valuable employee 
Can be considered for more respons-
ible positions within his job setting 
Can adjust to the changing demands 
of the job thru training 
Is eligible for and interested in 
vocational training to increase 
wages 
Based on hi s successful educa-
tional experience, is anxious 
to get more education 
Utilizes leisure time in read- HAS A 
Can budget income to manage ex-
penditures more effectively 
Having a new dignity and c on-
cept of self-worth , is able to 
lead hi s children to aspire 
I s a better informed indi vid-
ua l as a res ult of forma l 
and informal reading 
I s e ligible to e xe rc ise 
voting franchise 
get driver's li -
ing 
Can read about opportun-
ities a vailable to him 
NEWLY ACQUIRED 
CONCEPTS OF 
HIMSELF AS AN AB LE 
INDIVIDUAL WHO MOVES TO 
DETERMINE HIS OWN 
in armed 
May be secure e-
nough based on 
his successful 
chool experience 
If employed, can now 
read the directions, signs 
and regulation s 
DESTINY 
Realizes the value of ed-
ucation for his children and 
places a real premium on 
their school adjust ment and 
a chievement 
Can apply for credit from legi ti -
mate lending institutions 1 
Has lea med to apply his reading 
and c omputational skills to the 
to the art of.consumer purchasing 
Can read t he various published re-
gulations of society and i s delighted · 
to be able to fill out re per t s and form s 
If a welfare rec ipient , may be able to 
become independent by benefiting from 
vocational training 
Can commend a higher ra te of pay a s a 
result of a more s alable voca tiona l s r:il l 
o beco me invol ved 
in P. T. A. a cti vi -
ea lizes the necess-
ity of education for his 
hildren and i s more in-
lined to discuss the ir 
the school 
Is not as eas ily d iscrimi-
a ted a gainst because he is 
of his rights under the 
as ha d successful and pleasant 
xperiences in his school and 
t hus i s more ready to try new ex-
s more confident of hi s own ability 
o s eek s ocieties ' he l p in the solu-
tion of his pr0bJr; rn:: 
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(cont . ) 
!.!1s the under~• .::.r, 1 1g ofh.)w, , •li,- /\1srece1·t1vc t o overtures from or-
publicanc: privateagencies tr, ne1phirn 1 ,1anizerl community g roups to 
/ \Jnin and oarti c ip3te 
Is a more fulfilled indi vi,' _,a 1 and has 





HIM SELF AS AN ABLE 
INDIVIDUAL WHO MOVES TO 
DETERMINE HIS OWN 
DES TI NY 
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endorsement of the program is by enrolled students. 
Although the White Plains data was gathered from a program serving a 
black, inner-city target population, it may be possible to assume that some 
human behaviors are similar. It may be said that any effort to make an out-
reach to the target population in Appalachia would require the recognition of 
the fact that many illiterates have great concerns about revealing their in-
adequacies to others. They are initially apprehensive and even distrustful 
about overtures made to them in this vein. This, an outreach strategy would 
probably be viable if it contained in its design the assumption that although 
difficult at first , target population members can be induced to discuss the 
general benefit they could derive from allowing themselves to get involved with 
outsiders. A phrase from "A Jesse Stuart Reader" entitled "Sounds on the 
Wind" may be indicative of the mountaineers basic desire to do better . 
" In the hills our life was often harsh and brutal. 
We were very poor and had to move from one rented 
farm to another to try to improve our lot." 
The main point, in the developing of an outreach strategy , i s that unt il 
some members of other target populations have been influenced by the pro-
gram, the worth of getting involved will remain unadvertized. Therefore , the 
stress mus t be toward initiating a dialogue with selected members of the 
target population in order to build communication links . These links can be 
s trengthened as target population adults determine for themselves that the 
staff of a program can be trusted . It is vital that the initial linkage be based 
on providing service to the target population member in terms of his own per-
ception of what he needs . 
As a program builds integrity in the minds of those who are involved in 
it , the linkage to the target population becomes less urgent. People will be-
come involved in a program which has an image of integrity , deliver of pro-
duct, and signals subtle manifestations of caring. 
"Return" 
(From: A Jesse Stuart Reader) 
I shall be going soon where no one knows: 
I shall go to my pine pole mountain shack. 
Before the autumn comes and summer goes 
Before the leaves fa ll--I must be going back. 
I was not made to walk on streets of stone 
And breathe into my lungs the City smoke; 
I must go to the highland world I own 
Where I can breathe the air of pine and oak . 
I shall go back to where the jar flies sing , 
Back to brown hills that shoulder to the sky 
I want to see shikepokes on whirring wings 
I want to hear the bi ttem' s lone! y cry, 
I want to hear the beetles sing at night 
I want to see the owl fly in the gray starlight . 
As an adult educator , this poem has a clear message for me . An educa-
tional outreach program for adults who feel the love of the hills to this degree 
must start in these hills . 
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TABLE I 
Student enrollment in the Adult Basic Education Program from January 1, 1966, through January 1, 1969, gathered 
during initial interview 
NO . CATIDORY 1966 1967 1968 NO. 
1 Referred by Day School Principals 3 5 
2 Referred by Adult Education Counselor 11 3 
3 Referred by M.D.T. Guidance 6 9 
4 Referred by ABE Teacher 3 25 
5 Car e to Adult Education Center t o 
tak Liter<tcy Test 1 o 
6 Formal Recruiting 65 30 
7 Reenrolled after Contact by Attendance 
Recruiter 17 23 
8 Encouraged to enroll by students in the 
pro, .ram 4 4 3 
9 Enc ·uraged t o enroll by parent or family 2 16 
10 En~ouraged to enroll by a friend 4 22 
11 Encouraged to enroll by employer 2 4 
12 Enc, ur 1.ged to enroll by co-worker 1 
13 Encou~ ged to enr oll by ABE graduate 1 3 
14 Caue necause of the reputation of this 
Adult Educ~tion Center 53 61 
15 Read ~bout 1 ~E Program in newspaper 3 
Sub Totals 175 245 
__ r_;;bi:;,; ."\ tions Year 1966 
A. u•~i anal units provide steady refer-
1 \.~ os . 1,2,3,4) 23 
B. ~l recruiting decreased each year 
\ .fo.o) as recruiters focused on dropouts- 65 


























Read ABE poster 
Heard about ABE Program on radio 
Referred by County Division of Social 
Services 
Referred by N.Y. Division of Employment 
Referred by Neighborhood Youth Corps 
Referred by Canmunity Action Program 
Referred by Church Day Care Center 
Referred by Division of Vocational Rehabili-
tation 
Referred by Family Service of Westchester 
Referred by Urban League 
Referred by White Plains Carver Center 
Referred by A.R.C. - Sheltered Workshop 
Referred by BOCES 
Referred by Westchester Jewish Community 
Service 
Referred by White Plains CAGE 




c. Encouraged t o enrol~ by cl ose daily 
contacts (No3 . 9,1c,11, 12,13) 
D. Enrolled due to Public Re ,_ations 
(Nos . 14, 15, 16, 17) 
E. Direct Agency Referral (Nos. 18 thru 
31) 























9 46 79 
58 61 40 









OUTREAC H FLOW r HART 
Adults and youth who are basica lly different in "life 
style" 2 than that which exi sts throughout the other geograph-
ical regions of the na tion. Factors unique to this population 
have precluded any s ignificant involvement on their part w ith 
the outside community. 
Carefully structured narrow- cast TV . 3 de s igned to at-
tract the target population as a viewing audience . Content 
to be s uch as to appea l to the target population ' s taste in 
mus ic a nd culture . Goal to pre-sell the educational outrea c h 
program . 
Radio equipped jeeps manned by para - professionals who 
would have an on-going goal: the initiation of initia l dialogue 
with the target population in and near thei r homes . Thi s 
would provide service and communication whi ch would be on 
the need-terms of the targe t population. 
Semi-permanent facil ity located w ithin wa lking distance 
of clusters of the target popula tion res idences . Staffed with 
cross - tra ined staff who can provide a variety of services and 
information. 
Comprehensive youth - adult community service center. 
Located where target population members can teach using 
varied transportation means . 
Target population members utilize serv ices and move 
from where they were to where the y can now go . 
21. Dona hew and B. K. Singh, Communi cation and Life Styles in Appa-
lachia, p . 203 
3Lamar Marchese, Adult Education - CATV Pos ition Pa pe r, p . 1. 
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Within the outreach effort must be an acceptance of the fact that ag -
encies designed to serve the target population will require a drastic shift in a t -
titude. The target nopula tion members currently demons trate that they know 
notand ~ "lnt about the servic-('S r >r, which sociP thinks they could ben-
efit . The taroet p, pulation l , s in a mountain culture which may be cha~ 
acterized by set views, insulanty of b• ~.avior, patriarchy , illiteracy, isola-
tion, dependence upon r 'tf f, unempl0yment or underemployment and distrust 
of the outside. They ar uften suspicious of strangers and proud of their d if-
ferent speech and cultural value fystem. 
Agenc ies need to address themselves and their staff efforts toward a 
commitment to initiate a dialogue with the target population . The bridge of 
communication must be very differentfrom the traditiona l approachof- 11 fill out 
the form II and then "stand in line. 11 The target population can gradually be 
ma de aware that counseling, educational , welfare, medical, nutritional, san-
itation, and other services are of value Knowledge that these services a re 
worthy of use must be transmitted to the target population through the staff of 
the educational outreach team. If agreement can be reached at the admini s -
trative level, services must be brought to the people , and then the staffs of 
the respective agencies can begin to implement the agreement. 
The role of the various agencies which have adopted a philosophy of o ut -
reach would be the supplying service, information, and li terature to the com-
municating members of t he education outreach team . Table 2 , an Outreach 
Flow Chart: proposes a scheme for outreac:, in appalachian counties . Level 
I would acquaint the target population with the overall outreach effort. 
At Level II the para-professionals who man the jeeps could bring to the 
hills first-aid, surplus food, local transportation , and interest in local com-
munity activities . 
At Level III the semi-permanent facility would provide an educational 
coun seling service which would reveal the kinds and scope of services avail -
able . More important, it would enable interested Target Population members 
with the direct opportunity to get their feet wet. The first caustious explor -
atory step ina basic education cluss, in a conference on use of surplus food, 
advice on prenatal concerns, or on job training at another location could all 
take place here. 
At Level IV the comprehensive youth adult community service cente r 
could in a real sense take maJor steps toward obtaining the recommendations 
set down by the Educational Advisory Committee of the Appalachian Regional 
Commission. 4 
1. Develop a good educational system which , when coupled with 
community interest, will provide an atmosphere conducive to 
the growth of diversified industry . 
2 . Offer the Appalachian youth the opportunity to recieve quality 
education and thereby increase their lifetime earnings. 
3. Create an informed and socially-responsible electorate which 
will be able to recognize community needs and work through 
local and state governments to provide solutions . 
4 . Demonstrate the ability of the l\ppalachian people to utilize 
whatever capital and manpower becomes ava ilable. 
The proposed Center at Level IV would represe nt to the target population 
an opportunity to partake of a recreational, informational, educa tional, vo -
4Appalachian Regional Commission , Interim Report of the Educa tional 
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cational training, and job placement cafeteria. Each target population mem-
ber would survey at his own pace the opportunitie s , activities , and service 
available to him on his own ter'T's . Each target population member would de-
velop his ow'1 ·.,,adinesp" to oartake of the preferred services . 
The essential components of the Center would be a comprehensive Man-
power Development Trc :ning Program which would provide job training and its 
related ba sic educa 1 •li . The specific training areas might include c lerical, 
licensed practical nurse, auto body , auto mechanics , and fo::>d service which 
have proven highly successful in many areas of the nation. Innovative 
training areas such as heavy equipment operator , diese l mechanic, surveyor , 
and other skill s likely to be in heavy demand in Appa lachia during the pe riod 
needed for the current construction of the large dams and roads might prove 
feasible. Eventually, of course, these skills are a s might require geographic 
mobility. 
An additional program at the Center would be a comprehens ive a dult 
education and high school equivalency progra m . An integral component in 
this proqra m would be a "high intensity" learning la boratory . These labora-
tories have proven to add considerable education unity and success to the pro-
grams where they have been operated . ~ 
It is essential to provide counse ling services to link the educa tion and/ 
or training with the actual job p la ce ment. A well-structured job counseling 
and supportive guidance service has proven its worth in other settings. To 
whatever degree possible , these services should b e performed by carefully 
trained educational counse lors who are experts in communication skills. An 
overriding prece pt for counselors might be to perform in a manner t hat sends 
out the s ignal of a "non-emotional manifestation of caring." The degree that 
this signal would receive by the target population should influence in fact 
.the degree with which adults move effectively from where they a re to where 
they wan t to go. 
In conc lusion , and educati ona 1 outreach plan for undereducated a d ults 
residing in the appalachian region is seen as having three necessary com-
ponents: (1) A positive philosophy based on the question "What i s to be 
a ccomplished?" and "How must society support thi s effort if it is to be ac-
complished?" (2) A definition of the target population and the desired outcome 
of his involvement in an educational e ndeavor ; and (3) A form of outreach 
that attends to communication difficulties among serv ice agencies and the 
target population . 
An outreach plan for the Appalachian region i s proposed whic h has five 
stages: a "softening-up" or publicity stage; a fi rst contact through home - de-
livered services; a firsts tep away from the home into a counse ling s ituation; 
a full-blown ba sic and vocational education s itua tion; and finia lly, a inde-
pende nt use of services on the part of the target population . 
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\BI ~ l TRITION ';Uf RICULUM 
One of the de1~ c nstration p:-oj ects that h:3 s been progress ively developed 
by the Appalachian Ad1lt Basic Education Demonstration Center at Mo:ehead 
Stat e University , in coDperation with a state department of edu::ation of one 
of the 13 states which comprise Appalachia, is the p:-oject at Lock 32 near 
Vanceburg, Kentucky. This particular project in its two years of o;:,era tion 
has already demonstrated the value of a. intera;rency cooperation to provide 
facilities, staff, and program, b. full d"lytime instruction in ABE , on a reg-
ular basis, c. transportation for students to anc from .- BE instruction as a 
means to increase student retent10n, d. a day-care pre-school nursery p-:-o-
gram for children of ABE stude11ts in makinJ it possible for mothers to attend 
ABE ::lasses . 
In studying the attendance reco:-ds of ABE students at Lo::::k 3 2, it h :1s 
b::come ciear that many students , when they are absent for reasons of poor 
health and sic~ness. Thus it was felt by the staff that a long range teaching 
goal sho:.ild b~ to imp:-ove the health of the students , a major ongoing part 
of which con::erns the food that students eat. But when some Home Economics 
materials were p:'."esented and the county extensioa a;rent had made several 
presentations , a ll of which turned ::,ut to have little follo-.v- thru by the stu-
dents, it became clear to the staff that a great need existed for having cur-
ricular materials available at the specific and varied levels at which the ABE 
students wern functionin;r. Mrs. KatharineP. Riddle was called 0:1 by the 
staff at Lock 32 and the AI\BEDC staff at Morehead State University to be a 
consultant for this need. 
Aft er meeting one wh::,le day with the professional staff o: the Lo::k 32 
Center, Mrs. Ridjle prepared for a one-day worksh::,p in Nutrition , at which 
bo l the paraprofessional and professional staffs participated . As staff needs 
and concerns became clearer, Mrs . Riddl e was asked to p:-epare an ABE Nu-
trition Curriculum that the staff could use with their students , at whatever 
ABE level the students were functioning. The curriculun pro;:,osed here has 
been put into use in the ABE program at Lock 32, and is presented fo:- use in 
other ABE situations. 
Dr . John E. Gaus 
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A. INTRODUCTION 
AN ASE NUTRITION CURRICULUM 
HY 
KATHARINE P. RIDDLE* 
Nutrition is often viewed by adult basic educators, when they consid-
er the total needs of their students, as being a very important part of their 
total curriculum. But it often gets overlooked b,3cause it does not easily 
fall into one or another of the five subject-matter areas covered by the GED . 
And, since a major objective of ABE students has b8en to pass the GED ex-
amination, thus qualifying them for various specialized vocational training as 
well as many entry-level jobs , nutrition is easily pushed into a second pri-
ority position. 
Similarily, in the various government departments, nutritio:i is not the 
primary concern of any o ne dBpartment. But, at the White House Conference 
on Food, Nutrition, and Health, in Decemb,3r 1969, its significance did begin 
to dawn upon adults in a new way. Three thousand persons of widely diverse 
educational , economic , and ethnic backgrounds , began to comprehend is-
sues regarding the importance of food, which heretofore has either angered 
them or turned them off. This in itself was an important experience of adult 
education . Individuals, poor and non-poor, faced and met each other on 
grounds of equal status. Each was heard and in the process was freed to 
question his own cliches and establish new bases of opinions . Each began 
to realize that adequate amounts of proper food is the right of a ll people and 
that hunger, from whatever cause, is a common enemy which robs alj_q_f_gi, 
of our country's greatest potential, human capacity and capability! 
What d.:)es it mean when we estimate that 25 million persons in our 
country are living below the poverty level ? It means they do not have any 
food . It means that one of every seven Americans have health probl ems which 
often render them incapable of holding a job. It means that the children who 
are born into and grow up in this poverty are probably no t getting the nourish-
ment necessary to lay d,)wn adequate body structure. Consequently , it means 
that there is a high po ssibility that the child's learning ability is b e in·;;J im-
paired , that the c hild is likely to grow unable to carry out the tasks which 
would enable him to so lve his own p:-oblcms and contribute to co:nmunity 
betterment. WC' can thus s ec some of the causes as to why those who "have" 
get more and those who "have no t" lose even the initiative which a new gen-
eration can bring o 
We are finding out in grim terms that the ability to learn and to carry 
out tasks is significantly related to the adequacy of nutritional intake! (1) 
*Mrs . Riddle is a consultant at M')rehead State University and with 
a vast experience in teaching and Nutritional Programs in various countries 
and also a member of the White House Conference of Food, Nutrition , a nd 
Health. so 
We 01, ~ ! :>ur own folly in allowi1 'J poverty and malnutri tion to ::::ontinue. 
A~ •.!1lnk~1 ,.1 p 0 1.>lcmsof hun,:;;er and malnutrition 
to the spe,.::1nc s1tliat10n w1ch 'r, Appal.... lua, we recognize a con9eries o f in-
terrelated -~c.1uses and eft ,c ts. These 0an be :.oin;;rularl~/ identified as : 
A, Lack of food - - due to lack of a a':)le land, dlfficulty of trans-
p:::,rtation, poor weather, or lack of money. 
B. Lack of Money -- due to scarcity of jobs, lctck of transportation 
to iobs, exploitation of nutural resources by outsid21s, and lctck 
of knowledge of how lO get employment. Whe,, !llJf1e~ is a vail-
ublP it does not al\'\cys L 1.1s1 for f0od 
C. Lc1::::kof kn:::iwledgc of h.,w n choose and US(',1Vdilc1ble foud 1:1, nu-
tritional advantage; 0~ of h ,w to utilize ti,, ,=source rie!.p that 
wo:.ild enable securin f:>ri I l Hl/or money f .1~ "<)Oi. 
--due to s,.:;attercd pc, ,La )1 , iii..1c,1lty of access tu educational 
f,1.cilities , and pride •11r loy •lty to cultural heritaJe ar,d value 
system. 
D . Too many mouths to fE"d - due tolackofk n:::,wledgeorunwilling-
ness to participate in fdmily planning, on the o:1e hand, and use 
to :::ultural en::::ouragemenl 1or having large fam ilies, on the other 
hand. 
E. Attitudes 011 the part of many of those wh:::, have "made it " and 
are now faced with the above p,:-oblems -- attitudes which are 
intolerant of the value systems of the "poor", or which indicate 
unwillingness to help. 
Any edu::::ation3l program aimed at improvin;;r the nutritional levels of 
the ,..itizens of this a::-ea must take into account not one , but a ll of these 
causes . Any change in one will affect the others. The educator who is 
working for n:.1trition3l improvements needs to be aware that when improve-
ment (change) takes place in any one area the p:.oblem shifts and the educa-
tional effort must likewis e be shifted, tokeep it pe rtinent. Such educational 
effort includes cognitive knowledge , and skills and attitude of peopl e. 
There are many agencies which ace working for nutritional improve-
ments in Appalachia . Some of the programs provid ,~ food or mone y (s t amps) 
for food. The Co.nmodity rood s program s,1p;:ilies families with actual food 
-- in regulated varie ty and amo..ints de signed to provide no..irishing meals. 
The Food Stamp progra'Tt allows individual choice in marketing . The Sc hool 
Lun::::h and Sch::,:::,! Breakfast program s are geared to supplyin9 1./3 to 1./2 the 
daily food requirements of each child. All three of these progra:n s , while 
aimed at mee ting the prob).em of " La::::k of Food" , are a lso conc:erned about a n 
education3l co.11pone nt - - to l et people know the kinds and amounts of food 
that a re important to health. 
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BL.L t~ wingque~t, ·mtrni.:illyarisc. -lowdoyouget people 
to hoose U 1l' ... .:i - ... _ • neec... fh ..., qu ,tior.b must sound very fa miliar 
to the educator of adults -- for they a rt.q uestion s of concern in t he total cur-
riculum planning process 
The challenge to the Adult Basic Education Program as I s e e it is to 
keep together those aspects that ai-e often considered i:; eparately but which 
are rea lly inseparable o Eating nutritious food is essential for learning. But 
how can one eat nutritious food if one doesn't first learn what food is nu-
tritious? This sounds like the egg or the chicken -- which came first. But 
actually there is a way for adult basic education to begin · - and that is b y 
educating the adult about feeding his child, who is 1Pr e ndcn t upon him for 
food. Adult Basic Education has the expertise on HCJWtliiseducationshould 
take place , The question is "Will it pursue this co mo1ete s ubjec t ma Lter for 
a ll its students?" 
B. ':i'HE NEED FOR A CURRICULUM 
'\futrition -- food -- eating -- a re not the most s imple subjects to te ach . 
They are bound up with human needs, and, according to Abraham Maslow' s 
"Hierarchy of Needs," (2) food is an essential need, primarily for physical 
survival and for any growth or development (mental and physica l) . Once the 
(A) level of survival is satisfactorily met , Maslow shows that the securing 
of food regularly i s essentia l to meeting man's (B) Safety-Level needs . t..t 
this leve l a per son may a lso discriminate as to the kinds of food he considers 
essential to meet psychological as well as physical Safety-Level needs. 
Then it is highly likely that the eating of certain kinds of food , which "our 
folk" or "our kin" eat, satisfies some of the next level (C) Belonging-Level-
Needs, Certainly the eating of fo•::>d in a social situation enchances one ' s 
sense of belonging, be ing love i and prov ided for. The meaning of food there-
fore is c lose ly tied to the interpersonal, relational family structure. Once 
these three level s of needs are met , a person moves on up in to the level of 
fD) meeting "esteem" needs. Here it i s interesting to speculate how pro-
bable it is that the human ability to esteem oneself and other s also inc ludes 
the ability to respect the food habits and choice s of others and be willing to 
try them. It is at this level, it seems to me, that changes in food practices 
are 1.i.kely to occur . 
Ironically , one very definite nutritional change (or change in eating 
habits) has occurred in Appa lachia as a result of radio a nd TV adverti sing 
and the availability of transpor tati on , namely: the consum ption of carbonated 
beverages, snack foods , and chandy has increased s ignificantly. This i s part-
ly d ue t o availability of money in the form of welfare checks and food stamps. 
But it is a lso an attempt to followwha t i s being empha s i zed by all adve rtising 
media as "the thing to do." However , this change has resulted in the con-
sumption of "empty calories , " which have little or not nutirtiona l benefit and 
do much harm to teeth . But the fa c t that change in eating habits has occurred 
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it cat 
IT ' t. 0,1 l 
><iio anrl tr levision advertising . Thus, 
samP media in ways to implement 
But Ma::- 1c, ,>nee: t l 'i r. rchy of Needs n,· ldtt.;s to a concept 
of motivation, b'} ,.,s.1.<,Hing r. t. L e;mJJhas is to meet our bas ic needs be-
comes a motivadOndl forrE.. v,hi .... li kl €.'PS us going. Only as the basic levels 
of needs are satisfied do, s r re r>n hecoP1e aware of and th e:n attempts to 
satisfy the higher levels ot r. ls. r own level needs must b<' regul arly met 
before the higher order needs F. y rt E>rge. People need to have a way of gett-
ing an ample supply of food 1 1 ..ilarly before they will start think about 
what kinds of food are necc. ss n , 1 it rnP.ins to thrm. A'l. ! l0st w0 con-
demn o.it1 !ght th( spI 11,. .1 1p , ·, ~ , ," , K t s t op 
and admit that prc,bc IJly n<111 g ,,nc .eP1 r --1 iiP ng met 
thrcugh these sn..1ck c.., c • ,Jt! :Jt>t a ·1ar.t p., nt from 
which to consiet r whctt c , t. 
C . AGENCIES Ar;;D_T~I ~II, CL H., c 
Adult .J 1s ic Fduc tior. pr0Jrc..ms are not the only adult programs co n-
cerned about nutrition education . The cooperative Extens io n Ser vice is stress-
ing nutrition in its programs of 4H , Homemaker Clubs , and , mor e recently, 
in the Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program , using Nutriton aides 
(or Assistants). These Aides go into homes and help mothers with pl anning 
their meals and using food wisely. Cooperative Ext ension has designated 
that "the hard-to-reach roar rcprcsf'rt the population where the greatest pro-
gram impact is needed and must be; 1 ,ude ." And they recognize that "a par-
ticularly acute weakness is thf:' ·n..i propriateness of much of the printed mate-
rial distributed to horn< r, aku::, . " 't.1' Other government agencies s uch as 
Public Health and Public.: A~ s · - .anc t1 c1in their staffs to be able to help peo-
ple in understanding n--1trit1<-nal .... 1JlH clt..011s of the food they feed their fam-
ilies. 
Since each of these agencies is invol ved in nutritional education , it 
occasionally happens, however , that several agencies try to help the same 
family. Sometimes they offer conflicting mes sages , or urge stress on dif-
ferent practices. To a void this local duplication calls for coordination of 
programs in order to increase th£' educational impac t. The coordinating rol e 
may be played by Adult Basic Education. 
To accomplish such coordrn 1Uon , a curriculum should be devised at 
each of two levels : 
1. At the basic levC'l, forthctdul.whohas hac.l little or no formal education , 
the emphasis v.,~rnld be ().\ C:-itt r ic ~ T..isks" -- to be enlarged upon la ter in 
this paper. 
2 . At the interpretive leve l tor tl' t <1cher of those at the basic l evel , the 
emphasis woul d be, on interpr0t1n J llw basic nutrition facts and skills and 
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the C( , • 1 "tancc.. ,.,; '1' r tH 1 • ury h 1 growth , development or 
chang , t I t l i 1'' rr d. This curriculum would in-
c.ude unders ta1,ding tht µ occs- '-- 1.~r J the building of value systems , 
and would requ~re th( .ntu . ter t hah ,1 ,t.i ujinal hc1 e of a willing -
ness to see and ace pt people as they are , and to confront issues with un-
ders tanding and compassion. 
In working for nutritional change the agencies involved have sel dom 
enlisted those who have nutritional deficiencies in the process of planning 
for c hange . For this reason some of the more advanced "criterion tasks" for 
the adult l earner at the basic level should include those of a problem sol ving 
variety, whereby the adult becomes an equal member 01 the team pla nning 
for nutritional improvement in the community. 
There is a wide oppor .. unity for ABE professionals to provide training 
to both paid and volunteer leaders -- teacher, trainers, aides, s ub-profe s -
sional workers , in involving people in diEcovering their own needs a nd how 
to go about meeting them. Such training will greatly reduce the a rrogance 
assuming that "I know it and you don't." 
D . A PROPOSED ABE NUTRITIONAL CURRICULUM 
These basic concepts are: 
1 • Nutrition is the food you eat and hO\,J the body uses it . 
-We eat food to live , to grow, to keep heal thy and well, and to 
get energy for work an i play. 
2 . Food is made up of different nutrients needed for growth and 
health . 
- All nutrients needed by the body are available through food . 
- Many kinds and combinations of food can lead to a well-bal a nce d 
diet. 
- No food by itself, has all the nutrients needed for full growth a nd 
health . 
-Each nutrient has specific uses in the body. 
-Most nutrients do their best work in the body when teamed with 
othe r nutri ents . 
3 . All persons , throughout life , have need for the same nutrients, 
but in varying amounts. 
-The amounts of nutrients needed are influenced by ag e , s ex , 
size , activities, and s tate of health. 
-Suggestions for the kinds and amounts of food needed are made 
by trained scientists . 
4. The way food is handle d influences the amount of nutrients in 
food , its safety, appearance , and taste . 
- Handling means everything that happens to food while it is being 
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,,..own, processed, stored , and prepared for eating. 
.... · t•,.iuc usuall.r is subcli ·ided into three levels: Level 
1 includes those from non-readers to those ¼ho function at a 3rd grade l evel. 
Level 2 encompasse c: rnose who function at the equivalents of grades 4, S, {s, 
6. Level 3 enbrar J those who function from 7th to 12th grade levd. 
There is no need to use t,?chnical nutrition terminology with either 
Level 1 or Level II learners , but each part of the curriculum is related tv ,he 
foods in the Daily Food Guide and the Basic Four Food Groups, (6) an ad quate 
amount of each of which is daily required for good nutritonal health . The 
"Criterion tasks" for each level are presented in outline form and need to be 
considered , adapted , and expanded int') activities by those r 'rsons re£.ponsi--
ble for the teac hing i.e . , the intc1 pretcrs. The units can b-.) taught by using 
and preparing foods talked about, thereby giving the learner incre S(.)d i-
derstanding of both the importance of food and of the many varied ways food 
can bring health and satisfaction. 
Level I Learners-Possible Criterion Tasks for Each Adult: 
1 . To recall and list all items of food and drink consumed in the preceding 
2 4-hour period. 
To compare this list with the Daily Food Guide , noting which of the 
Four Basic Food Groups were undereaten. 
To state what this comparison means in terms of what values to the 
body are not being met if a certain Foo d Group is not eat en. 
Learning steps: 
A. Practice remembering and list ing a ll the food that was eaten and liquids 
drunk in the 24 hours must past. Pay attention to what is eaten each day, 
and the number of servings or g lasses, or cups . Note likes and dislikes. 
B. Become £am iliar with the Four Basic Food Groups (6)using illustrations, 
foods , model s , graphs or other methods to group food according to the poster, 
in order to: 
1. Understand which foods are in each group . 
2. Understand the amounts of each kind of food suggested. 
3 . Understand at least two reasons why the foods a re grouped together in 
each group. 
C . Translate the foods suggest ed in the Four Basic Food Groups , into a-
mounts of each food or each kind of food which a person should eat daily in 
order to be sure he or she is eating what is needed for health a nd growth. 
1. Working with the models or food , l earn a nd demonstrate (a) the amounts 
of each food needed in each of the four Bas ic Food Groups, a nd (b) the va-
rieties of food in each group. 
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2 . -
into 3 su•+, · 
s derc.d.) 
·" ~f' into th riossibl" meal pattE'rrs , dividing the Four Groups 
tor threE> r · 'c; (possibly four sections if snacks are con-
D . Taking one of th practice efforts at remembering the food eaten in the 
preceding 24 hours, compare it to what is known about the Basic Four Groups 
in either Clor C'2above . Note how whatwas eatencompares tothe suggest-
ed -- in which areas ha s not enough been eaten , and in which areas tc.,o 
much ? 
E. Using the reasons agreed on in 83 above, decide what values the body 
is not getting when a particular one of the Four Basic Groups is not eaten 
(or undcreaten.) 
F. Discuss ways in which the indi•11dnal can balance out these four areas 
s,.... ,riat each is well represented in each day's food . Which foods might be 
eaten -:' Which foods omitted ? 
G . Work cut a contract for trying at l P.ast on significant ch Jnge of eating 
pattern for a wec;.k and then report back rhe results . 
2 . To estimate the cost of food €.ntcn in +1..e preced ing 24 -hour period. To 
estimate the least expens ive way of eatin9 100d which fulfills the pctttern of 
the Ba sic Four. 
Learning Steps : 
A. Write down costs per unit -- can, pound. quart , etc. of all foods eaten 
i n the past 24 hours . Divide these unit costs by actual amount e aten . Tota l 
the cost for the day . 
B. Taking the decisions reached in lF above, find out the units costs and 
portion costs of the actual food which would be des irable for each person 
to add to his diet. (7) 
C. Find out which are the more expensive and less expensive foods which 
will complete the Four Food Groups. (e . g . compare costs of various forms 
of milk, fresh and canned or frozen vegetables, e tc.) Emphasis is more on 
what will be eaten and trie d and the cost if it is tried . This co ld develop 
into a discussion on varieties of food . 
D . For each individual , determine what is the least expensive way of meet-
ing the standards of the Daily Food Guide -- and discuss how possible this 
is . 
3 . To demonstrate ability to adjust the Daily Food Guide ( which is stated 
in adult terms) to meet the special requirements of infants and Expectant 
Mothers . (8} 
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This unit should be taught e ither by o r in conju nction with a nutri-
tionist from the Health Department or a professionally trained person 
prepared to discuss and prepare actual foods and amounts and the 
special preparation of them for infants. This unit is projec ted wit h 
specific tasks in mind -- that of being able to c hoose which foods 
are essential for two population groups which need special attention 
and whose needs are not covered by the Daily Food Guide as taught 
in Unit 1. These age groups are especially "vulnerable" to mal-
nutrition. 
NOTE: Plans for Level II and III are based on the assumption that 
the previous level l earnings have been covered first. 
Level II Learners - Possible "Criterion Ta sks" for each adult: 
1. To identify fi ve contributions of nutrition (food) to l ife and living by 
giving illustrations of what happens when we get adequate nutrition . 
We are more pleasant people. 
We grow. 
We have energy for work and play. 
We look better and feel better (health. ) 
We are able to learn. 
2 . To construct meal plans from the Daily Food Guide which will meet the 
s pecial food requirements of: 
Teenage boys and girls 
El derly 
The overweight 
Active men and women 
Someone from a different cultural eating pattern 
3 . To compare the costs of snack foods , carbonated beverages and candy 
by listing price per ounce, and comparing these with price per ounce of i tem s 
on the Daily Food Guide , which might substitute as snacks . 
4. To identify his own food likes and d islikes , possible reasons for t hem , 
and whether these are benefiting o r harming his own bodily nutrition. 
5. To identify (a) sources of food , (b) var ious ways of s toring and preser ving 
food until it is needed for eating , and (c) various me thods of preparing food 
for eating. To compare the effect that different methods of pre paring food 
have on the nutritional va l ue recei ved by the person eating it . 
Level II Learners - Possibl e ·· Criterion Tasks " for each adult. 
1. To identify the fu nctions of Vitamins A, Bl , B2 , C , D , and mineral s , 
Calcium and Iron in the nutrition of the body , and list the main food sources 
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• Gc.7) & (11 - ~ .2-8) 
2 . To compJre __ \'alu"' -:>t p.od:.ic;ts made with e nriched flour and those 
IPade with unenricherl flrmr, and to list the tvpes of products on the market 
which are probably n ie with Pach kind of flour . 
3 . To read the lcibels of prepared pr 0ducts, identify the order in which eacr., 
ingredient is listed, and the meaning of this order. 
4 . To construct useful "rule of thumb" methods for determining good food 
buys by pulling together the learnings from 1, 2 , and 3 above with learnmgr; 
from other levels such as Level I-2 and Level II-3 . 
5. To use Tables of Food Value (12) ctnd Tables of Recommended Dietary Al-
lowances (13) to check on the adequacy of meals they plan for their famH ics. 
6. To construct games and quizzc.s which can be used with children to in-
terest them in what food doe s for 1...s . 
7. To list and describ,~ four wc1yr in vvh ich food meet s human needs in more 
than a physiological way (suc,'1E'- • · u · :iAas.0 ·' s Heira rchy of Human needs 
8 . To demonstrate understar dingo: problem solving by describing a problem 
situation related to food and enting and how he would work on it for optimum 
sol ution. 
E. A FINAL NOTI: 
Concern for a curriculurr which is of practical learnable value to the 
adult learner, and interest in new instructional methodology is expressed in 
conrerence repvrLS ar'i ·0 ...rnc..ls. ,<csc.urch in consumer and homemaking ed-
ucation cited in the bibliography have direct bearing to the concern of this 
paper. 
Reference has also been made to the training of volunteers and aux-
iliary personnel to teach classes and lead projects. A workshop on "The 
Utilization and Training of Auxiliary Personnel in Home Economics " held 
Ortober 12-22, 1969 , at the Nebraska Center for Continuing Education has 
resulted in some useful papers published in the February 1970 is s ue of Jour-
nal o: Home Economics. Another source of useful information giving insights 
into possible new approaches to teaching in the North Centra l Region Study 
of Diets of Preschool Children. (15) Especially interesting i s the statement 
from the summary of the article entitled: "Nutrition Knowledge and Attitudes 
Of Mothers", (16) 
0 Mothers of children whose diets were classified in the 
lowest 10 percent with respect to nutritional quality bad 
a relatively low level of nutritional knowledge and unfa-
vorable attitudes toward meal planning and food prepara-
tion and highly pennissive attitude toward the eating be-
havior of children." 
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Such a 0 • • ,.,,4 such g behavior is what the foregoing ABE Nutrition 
Curriculum is designed to counter. 
Hopefully t- n, the complex issue of education for better nutriti.on 
can best be tackled by taking into account all that is k nown about the cc1uscs 
of malnutrition and hunger as well as all we know about instructional method-
ology and the readiness of adult learners. The knowledge about nutrition, and 




I. Nutrition and Intellectual Growth in Children : Association for 
Childhood Education International, 3615 Wisconsin Avenue, 
N.Y., Washington, D.C. 20016 . $1.25 
2. Maslow, Abraham s., Motivation and Personality . 
3. Source Book on Food Practices: Nutritional Dairy Council, Chicago, 
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4. Program Evaluation (January to July 1969) Expanded Food a nd Nutrition 
Education Program, Federal Extension Service, USDA. p. 19 
and 13. 
S. Several Handbooks for Training Volunteers are availabl e : 
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